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Summary 
While open plan work and learning environments have become prevalent over their 
traditional counterparts, their acoustic quality is still predicted and valued with measures that 
were not intended for predicting or valuing these dynamic multi-talker environments that 
also have a high psychological impact on its occupants. Since there is no universally accepted 
measure yet to give acoustic predictions for these environments, now is the chance to search 
for a measure that also incorporates the psychological impact of open plan offices on its 
occupants.  
 
A growing number of people are suffering from work related stress and growing work stress 
related  illnesses. Hence it makes sense to incorporate the field of psychoacoustics in the 
search for a reliable measure to quantify open plan work and learning environments.  
 
The goal of this thesis is to provide a method for determining the reliability of Speech 
Transmission Index (STI) and Frequency Domain Correlation Coefficient (FDCC) measures with 
respect to predicting the objective and subjective speech intelligibility in dynamic sound 
environments.  
 
To find an appropriate method to determine the reliability of those measures it is of 
importance to understand that communication has always played a key role in the human 
existence. For transfer of information throughout generations or even for hunting and the 
recognition of danger. Consequently the human ears evolved to be most sensitive around the 
frequencies of speech. While soundwaves created by speech manifest in-between a 
frequency of 0.5 till 3 kHz [1]. The human ear is most sensitive in the 0.5 to 6 kHz frequency 
range, with a peak around 3 kHz [2]. Additionally there are also psychological aspects which 
play a role in human speech recognition and processing and the quality of open learning and 
work environments. Mainly the duplex-mechanism account has been of interest to this 
research. This theory splits auditory distraction into two phenomenon’s: attention capture 
and interference by process. Where Attention capture is the phenomenon that attention can 
go to another stimuli while concentrating on a task, for instance by a known voice or a task 
unrelated sudden noise. Interference by process occurs when a process you are concentrating 
on is interfered by a task which yields the same category of formation. For instance: someone 
is talking while you try to read in the same language. This is mainly found in relation to 
cognitive semantic tasks. Which are tasks linked to the semantic memory and the factual 
conscious memory which is part of the long term memory. Some examples of semantic tasks 
are: writing, reading or solving mathematical problems [3],[4],[5]. According to this theory a 
good intelligibility can thus give rise to nuisance in work and learning environments with 
background talkers. 
 
In research the STI is often used to predict the objective speech intelligibility. The STI is 
calculated from the difference between a signal at the transmission side and that same signal 
at the receiver side, it is expressed in a value between 0 (worst intelligibility) and 1 (perfect 
intelligibility) [6]. The FDCC was created to look at the dynamic changes of a sound signal by 
dividing the sound into small tokens (time intervals) and use those to calculate the change in 
the frequency domain. Resulting in a low FDCC, indicating a lot of dynamic changes, and a 
high FDCC, indicating a low amount of dynamic changes, with in total a range between 0 and 
1 [7],[8]. 
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From the literature review it shows that a wide range of factors has influence on speech 
intelligibility, which poses a complex challenge when addressing the topic. To overcome this 
challenge an experiment in a controlled environment was performed, where objective and 
subjective speech intelligibility are compared to STI and FDCC values. The objective speech 
intelligibility was measured with a Modified Rhyme Test (MRT), a test were participants hear 
a sentence and get to choose from six possibilities which sentence they just heard. For this 
test a Dutch version of Hagerman sentences were used in 12 sound environments created in 
one room with three different reverberation times(T30= 3.5 sec, T30= 1.3 sec and T30= 0.4 sec) 
linked to four occupancy rates (1 target voice (The voice participants tried to understand 
during the experiment) with 0,1,4 or 10 background voices). I.e. 1 geometry*3 reverberation 
times*4 occupancy rates =12 sound environments. 
 
Due to COVID-19 the test was conducted online to comply to Dutch government guidelines. 
The researchers own voice was used in creating the target voice sentences, pre-recorded 
sentences were used for the background talkers [9]. The target sentences were recorded in a 
semi-anechoic booth in the Echo building on the Eindhoven University of Technology campus. 
To create the 12 sound environments an existing Odeon model of a sports hall [10] ,[11] was 
modified. In total 6480 sound samples were created and split into 90 sets of six sentences per 
sound environment (12*90*6). These sentences were used in the MRT experiment. To get a 
subjective rating a NASA-TLX, to rate the subjective task load per sound environment, and 
NoiSeQ, to test the overall noise sensitivity of subjects, were included. The sample group of 
the test consisted out of 53 participants of which 22 Female (mean age 34) and 31 male (mean 
age 32). The participants were a mix of students (16), (office) workers (32) and other (5).  
 
The results of the research show that room properties and occupancy rate have a statistically 
significant effect on the amount of correctly heard sentences by participants while performing 
the MRT test. Furthermore, a significant influence of the sound environment on subjective 
task load was found. It is recommended that the subjective task load  be included in the 
assessment of open plan learning and work environments. The subjects noise sensitivity 
showed no significant impact on the objective or subjective speech intelligibility rate. 
Additionally it was concluded that the STI and FDCC are related to the amount of correctly 
heard sentences in the different sound environments, but showed shifted results(the 
intelligibility curve was shifted to lower STI values) when compared to the to the Qualification 
curve of the STI as given in T. Houtgast et al. [12]. Moreover, the STI and FDCC only seemed 
effective in a small part of their range (with a width of 0.2 on the scale from 0 to 1, on the 
lower half of the scale) to predict the MRT scores, which means that a small variation in the 
STI results in a large variation of the MRT results. Indicating that they are not suitable as 
measures to predict the objective and subjective speech intelligibility in dynamic background 
sound environments. The results of this thesis indicate that the research method can be used 
to investigate if acoustic performance measures, such as STI and FDCC, are reliable measures 
to predict the objective and subjective speech intelligibility in dynamic sound environments. 
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Samenvatting 
Hoewel open werk- en leeromgevingen de overhand hebben gekregen op hun traditionele 
tegenhangers, wordt hun akoestische kwaliteit nog steeds voorspelt en geëvalueerd met 
grootheden die niet ontworpen zijn om dergelijke akoestisch dynamische ruimten, die ook 
een mentale impact hebben op hun gebruikers, te voorspellen of evalueren. Aangezien er nog 
geen algemeen aanvaarde grootheid is om akoestische voorspellingen te doen, ontstaat de 
kans om een grootheid te zoeken die de akoestische kwaliteit van kantoortuinen op basis van 
de spraakverstaanbaarheid kan voorspellen en wegen.   
 
Een groeiend aantal mensen lijdt aan werk gerelateerde stress en werkstress gerelateerde 
ziekten. Daarom is het logisch een grootheid uit de psychoakoestiek te betrekken bij de 
zoektocht naar een betrouwbare maat om de akoestische kwaliteit van kantoortuinen en 
open leeromgevingen te kwantificeren. 
 
Het doel van dit afstudeeronderzoek is dan ook om een methode te ontwikkelen om te 
bepalen of grootheden zoals de Speech Transmission Index (STI) en Frequency Domain 
Correlation Coëfficiënt (FDCC) betrouwbare maatstaven zijn om de objectieve en subjectieve  
spraakverstaanbaarheid, als maat voor de akoestische kwaliteit van dynamische 
geluidsomgevingen, te voorspellen. 
 
Om een geschikte methode te vinden om de betrouwbaarheid van deze maatstaven vast te 
stellen, is het van belang zich te realiseren dat communicatie altijd al een belangrijke rol heeft 
gespeeld in het menselijk bestaan. Bijvoorbeeld voor de overdracht van informatie over 
generaties heen of voor de jacht en herkenning van gevaar. Door de eeuwen heen zijn de 
menselijke oren geëvolueerd om het meest gevoelig te zijn rond de menselijke 
spraakfrequenties. Terwijl geluidsgolven gecreëerd door spraak voornamelijk tussen een 
frequentie van 0.5-3 kHz liggen [1]. Is het menselijk oor het meest gevoelig tussen de 0.5 en 
6 kHz, met een piek rond de 3 kHz [2]. Daarnaast zijn er enkele psychologische principes die 
betrokken zijn bij menselijke spraakherkenning en –verwerking die een belangrijke rol spelen 
als we kijken naar de kwaliteit van open werkruimten. Vooral het duplexmechanism-account 
is van groot belang. Deze theorie splitst auditieve afleiding op in twee fenomenen: aandacht 
vangen en proces interferentie. Waarbij aandacht vangen het fenomeen is dat de aandacht 
naar een andere stimulus kan gaan terwijl men zich concentreert op een taak, bijvoorbeeld 
door een bekende stem of een niet-gerelateerd plotseling geluid. Procesinterferentie treedt 
op wanneer een proces waarop men zich concentreert, wordt verstoord door een taak die in 
dezelfde informatiecategorie valt. Bijvoorbeeld: iemand praat terwijl men in dezelfde taal 
probeert te lezen. Dit fenomeen komt vooral voor in relatie tot cognitieve semantische taken. 
Dat zijn taken die verband houden met het semantische geheugen, het feitelijke bewuste 
geheugen dat deel uitmaakt van het langetermijngeheugen. Voorbeelden van semantische 
taken zijn: schrijven, lezen of wiskundige problemen oplossen [3], [4], [5]. Goede 
verstaanbaarheid kan volgens deze theorie dus aanleiding geven tot hinder in open 
werkomgevingen met achtergrond spraak. 
 
In onderzoek wordt de STI vaak gebruikt om de objectieve spraakverstaanbaarheid te 
voorspellen. De STI wordt berekend uit het verschil tussen een verzonden en een ontvangen 
spraaksignaal en wordt uitgedrukt met een beoordeling tussen 0 (slechtste verstaanbaarheid) 
en 1 (perfecte verstaanbaarheid) [6]. De FDCC daarentegen is gemaakt om naar de 
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dynamische veranderingen van een geluidssignaal te kijken door het geluid in kleine stukjes 
te verdelen en die te gebruiken om de verandering in het frequentiedomein te berekenen. 
Met als resultaat dat een lage FDCC veel dynamische veranderingen aangeeft en een hoge 
FDCC wijst op een laag aantal dynamische veranderingen. In totaal heeft de FDCC een bereik 
tussen 0 en 1 [7], [8]. 
 
Uit een literatuuronderzoek is gebleken dat een breed scala aan factoren invloed heeft op de 
spraakverstaanbaarheid, waardoor een complexe situatie ontstaat. Daarom is ervoor gekozen 
om een experiment uit te voeren in een gecontroleerde omgeving, waarbij de objectieve en 
subjectieve spraakverstaanbaarheid werd vergeleken met de STI en FDCC. De objectieve 
spraakverstaanbaarheid werd gemeten met een Modified Rhyme Test (MRT), een test waarbij 
deelnemers een zin horen en uit zes mogelijkheden kunnen kiezen welke zin ze zojuist hebben 
gehoord. Er werd een Nederlandse versie van Hagerman-zinnen gebruikt in 12 
geluidsomgevingen samengesteld uit drie nagalmtijden (T30= 3.5 sec, T30= 1.3 sec and T30= 0.4 
sec) gekoppeld aan vier bezettingsgraden (1 doelstem (de stem die deelnemers proberen te 
verstaan) met 0,1,4 of 10 achtergrondstemmen). Of te wel: 1 ruimte*3 nagalmtijden*4 
bezettingsgraden =12 geluidsomgevingen. 
 
Vanwege de wereldwijde COVID-19 pandemie is de test online uitgevoerd om te voldoen aan 
de richtlijnen van de Nederlandse overheid. De stem van de onderzoeker is opgenomen voor 
de doelzinnen, voor de achtergrondsprekers zijn vooraf opgenomen zinnen [9] gebruikt. De 
doelzinnen zijn opgenomen in een semi-dode kamer in het Echo-gebouw op de campus van 
de Technische Universiteit Eindhoven. Om de 12 geluidsomgevingen te creëren werd een 
bestaand Odeon-model [10], [11] aangepast. In totaal zijn 6480 geluidsfragmenten gecreëerd 
en opgesplitst in 90 sets van zes zinnen per geluidsomgeving (12 * 90 * 6). Deze zinnen werden 
gebruikt in het MRT-experiment. Om een subjectieve beoordeling te krijgen, werden een 
NASA-TLX en NoiSeQ toegevoegd aan het onderzoek. De eerste om de subjectieve 
taakbelasting per geluidsomgeving te beoordelen en de tweede om de algehele 
geluidsgevoeligheid van proefpersonen te testen. De onderzoeksgroep van de test bestond 
uit 53 deelnemers met 22 vrouwen (gemiddelde leeftijd 34) en 31 mannen (gemiddelde 
leeftijd 32), wat een mix was van studenten (16), (kantoor) medewerkers (32) en een groep 
van andere deelnemers (5).  
 
De resultaten van het onderzoek tonen aan dat ruimte eigenschappen en bezettingsgraad 
een statistisch significant effect hebben op het aantal correct verstane zinnen van deelnemers 
aan de MRT-test. Verder werd een significante invloed van de geluidsomgeving op de 
subjectieve taakbelasting gevonden. Daarom is het van belang dat de subjectieve 
taakbelasting wordt meegenomen in de beoordeling en het ontwerp van open leer- en 
werkomgevingen. De geluidsgevoeligheid van de proefpersonen vertoonde geen significante 
resultaten voor de objectieve of subjectieve spraakverstaanbaarheid. Verder kon worden 
geconcludeerd dat de STI en FDCC gekoppeld zijn aan het aantal correct gehoorde zinnen in 
de verschillende geluidsomgevingen, maar verschoven resultaten vertoonden in vergelijking 
met de kwalificatiecurve van de STI zoals gegeven in T. Houtgast et al. [13]. Bovendien blijken 
de STI en FDCC slechts in een klein deel van hun bereik (binnen een gebied van 0.2 op de 
schaal van 0 tot 1, op de onderste helft van de schaal) effectief te zijn om MRT resultaten te 
voorspellen, wat aangeeft dat ze niet geschikt zijn als maatstaf om de objectieve en 
subjectieve spraakverstaanbaarheid in dynamische omgevingen met achtergrondgeluid te 
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voorspellen. De resultaten van dit afstudeeronderzoek laten zien dat de onderzoeksmethode 
kan worden gebruikt om te onderzoeken of akoestische grootheden, zoals de STI en FDCC, 
betrouwbare maatstaven zijn om de objectieve en subjectieve spraakverstaanbaarheid (als 
maat voor de akoestische kwaliteit) in een akoestische dynamische geluidsomgeving te 
voorspellen.   
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Abstract  
Sound environments of open plan work and learning settings differ tremendously from their 
traditional counterparts. Yet both are generally valued and predicted using the Speech 
Transmission Index (STI). Since the STI was not designed to predict multi-talker environments, 
the question arises if a more appropriate measure to predict these environments can be 
found. With such a novel method comes the opportunity to also incorporate relevant aspects 
such as: the subjective work experience and psychoacoustics. The goal of this thesis is to 
investigate if and to which extent the STI and FDCC can be used as reliable performance 
indicators for speech intelligibility in dynamic sound environments. This goal was achieved by 
means of a within subject design speech intelligibility test (MRT) in which 12 different 
simulated sound environments based on occupancy rates and reverberation time were 
compared to STI and FDCC values for those environments. Additionally, subjective 
multidimensional assessment tools (NASA-TLX and NoiSeQ) were included, to determine the 
subjective speech intelligibility. Results indicate that reverberation time and occupancy rate 
have a significant effect on the MRT results. For the subjective task load a significant influence 
of the sound environment was found. It is recommended that the subjective task load be 
included in the assessment of open plan learning and work environments. Additionally, no 
significant effect of noise sensitivity (NoiSeQ) for the objective or subjective speech 
intelligibility was found. Comparison of the MRT results, STI and FDCC showed that the STI 
and FDCC are able to indicate differences of the objective and subjective speech intelligibility 
in acoustic dynamic environments, but they only are effective to predict MRT scores in a part 
of their range with a width of 0.2 on the scale from 0 to 1, below 0.5, meaning that small 
variations in STI result in large variations of MRT results. Indicating that they are not suitable 
to predict multi-talker environments. From the findings it was concluded that the research 
method can be used to investigate acoustic performance measures, such as STI and FDCC, 
and if they are reliable measures to predict the objective and subjective speech intelligibility 
in dynamic sound environments.  
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5 Introduction 
Nowadays open plan offices and open plan learning environments are common. These 
environments often consist of more dynamic background sounds like phone calls, 
consultating, cooperating, printer sounds and the sound of people walking around [13]. Even 
though the sound environments in these type of rooms strongly contrast those in traditional 
two people offices and small study rooms, the speech intelligibility in such rooms is predicted 
by the same measure as used for traditional offices, namely the Speech Transmission Index 
(STI). The problem with using the STI for open plan environments is that it only measures the 
speech intelligibility of one talking voice and a steady background noise, While open plan 
offices often have many people talking and there is an unsteady background noise. 
 
The question arises if a different measure would be more appropriate to predict and value 
the evermore common open plan offices and learning environments. Finding a more 
appropriate measure could give the opportunity to incorporate not only the acoustic 
environment itself but also the psychological consequences of these environments. This is 
important since the psychological consequences are often overlooked or not even considered 
when designing an office. Where open plan offices should enhance communication and are 
cost efficient initially, research revealed that due to psychological reasons physical 
communication actually decreases by 70% [14] due to a lack of privacy and use of devices like 
headphones to create a more quiet environment. On the other hand, the psychological state 
of students and employees is of great importance to tackle the growing number of people 
suffering of work-related stress and the correlated  increase of work stress related illness.  
 
For instance in the Netherlands 35% of employees reported work related stress as their 
reason of absence[15] which has led to 2.8 billion euro absenteeism costs due to work stress 
in 2017[15]. Work stress can be caused by multiple aspects in the work environment. With 
one of the aspects being acoustics, finding an appropriate measure to predict the acoustic 
quality of open plan office and learning environments related to the physiological experiences 
is of high importance. The goal of this thesis is to provide a method to determine how 
effective the Speech Transmission Index(STI) and Frequency Domain Correlation Coefficient 
(FDCC) are to predict the objective and subjective speech intelligibility in dynamic sound 
environments.   
 
To be able to reach this goal a solid understanding of the underlying mechanisms of  human 
speech and hearing, as well as understanding of the psychological processes in correlation 
with speech recognition and processing is indispensable. These matters will be elaborated on 
in Chapter 6. To get an In-depth idea of the STI, FDCC and measuring methods, a literature 
review will be given in Chapter 7. In Chapter 8 the methodology used for the experiment will 
be described and will be followed by the results in Chapter 9. The shortcomings of the 
research and questions encountered during the research will be discussed in Chapter 10. In 
Chapter 11 a conclusion of the research will be provided. The research will be concluded in 
Chapter 12 with a recommendation for future research. 
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6 Theory 
In this chapter some background information will be provided on how our brain works with 
speech as a background sound, based on the duplex-mechanism account[16], [17]. 
 
6.1 Human speech and hearing 
Human speech and hearing are inextricably linked since both are indispensable for 
interhuman communication, this has been the case since ancient history. Although the exact 
time at which people started to speak is an ongoing matter of debate among researchers of 
the field, it was found that verbal and non-verbal communication was already of great 
importance while teaching each other survival skills [18]. Which means that mutual 
communication had a key role in the human existence and evolution. Thus, it is of importance 
to understand how human speech and hearing are linked and why human speech can distract 
us so much when we try to concentrate on other (speech based) tasks. 
 
6.1.1 Human speech  
Human speech is primarily produced by the vocal cord which creates pressure differences in 
the air by vibration. These pressure differences are called longitudinal waves where the 
propagation of the sound is in the same direction as the displacement of the medium [19]. 
The sound waves created by speech are made up of high, medium and low tones 
predominantly in the 0.5 till 3 kHz range[1]. Besides the vocal cords also our lips, teeth, 
tongue, palate and pharynx play an important role in the production of articulate speech [1]. 
All these speech organs can create and/or manipulate sound. Furthermore, the lungs play an 
important part in the production of speech. Without the air as medium, the sound would not 
be able to be made and transferred to anyone’s ear. To be able to transfer a wide range of 
information the human breathing is altered when speaking in the following way: when 
humans normally breath, about 50% of the time is needed to fill the lungs with air and an 
equal amount of time is needed to exhale (total time is usually around four to six seconds). 
When speaking the lungs get filled with air in a short amount of time, about 10% of the time 
in contrast with the 50% of breathing in rest. The remaining 90% of the breathing time is used 
to push air out of the lungs past the vocal chords and the needed manipulation parts to form 
words and sentences[20]. 
 
6.1.2 Human hearing 
Where human speech developed to increase information transfer, human hearing is a sense 
that has been one of the key elements of survival even before human speech was a key 
element to survival. Hearing and eyesight are needed when hunting for food. But also, 
recognition of dangers or enemies is done by hearing and eyesight. For both knowing from 
which direction a sound comes is important. This direction can be determined by the outer 
ear shape [21]. From the outer ear, where the sound waves in the air arrive, the sound waves 
enter the ear canal that ends with the eardrum. An overview of the human auditory system 
is given in Figure 1. The eardrum is a membrane which is cone shaped and starts vibrating 
when a sound wave reaches it. Connected to the eardrum the  
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Figure 1 Visualization of the human auditory system from: https://www.pngwing.com/en/ free-png-zkzqq/ 

 
malleus, incus and stapes have a hinged connection forming the middle ear and transferring 
the vibrations to the inner ear which consists of the cochlea. The cochlea is an organ that is 
filled with a liquid which ripples due to the vibrations. Depending on the frequency of the 
soundwaves and thus vibrations, a different part of the cochlea is activated by movements of 
hair imbedded in the wall of the cochlea[21][22]. The movements of those hairs then create 
a chemical reaction creating neurotransmitters which are send to our brain and get converted 
to sound. 
Since speech and hearing grew in importance over the years for teaching, learning and 
survival, the human ear evolved to be most sensitive around the main frequencies of speech. 
This means between 0.5 kHz and 6 kHz, with the highest sensitivity around 3 kHz, while the 
produced speech is mainly between 0.5 kHz and 3 kHz[2].  
 
6.2 Principles of psychological processes with speech recognition and processing 
Since speech has such a prominent place in our day to day lives and the fact that speech and 
hearing ranges are adapted to each other. It should be of no surprise that psychological 
principles and processes also play a significant role in  the recognition and processing of 
speech. Two of these principles / processes related to the mechanisms of auditory distraction 
will be discussed in this section: attention capture and interference by process. Both 
principles are part of the duplex-mechanism account that describes the distinction and 
mechanism of both principles as described by R. Hughes et al [16], [17], [23]. This account was 
chosen due to its link with distraction and performance while working on other language 
based tasks. Which are tasks that are often performed in open plan learning and office 
environments. 
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6.2.1 Attention capture 
Attention capture is the phenomenon of once attention on a task getting dragged to another 
stimuli. This stimuli for instance can be acoustical or visible. Acoustical attention capture can 
be triggered by a known voice, a known name or by a sound which abruptly starts. While 
some of these examples are linked to memories, the start of an abrupt sound is disruptive 
because it is a natural way to prevent us from possible danger. For instance a loud bang could 
draw your attention to an accident which just happened and where your help is needed, while 
squeaking brakes can warn you from an vehicle hitting or approaching you. Because of this, 
attention capture can be seen as a survival skill embedded into our brains. One could ask 
themselves how this is related to a research for open plan offices and learning environments. 
The answer is simple in those environments multiple abrupt sounds could drag your attention 
away from a task you are performing. Examples are : colleagues walking past your desk from 
behind you, a phone which starts ringing, a coffee machine making a cup of coffee or someone 
dropping a cup or pen.  
 
6.2.2 Interference by process 
While attention capture is something which can happen while concentrating on a specific task 
as well as just walking home. Interference by process is a phenomenon which occurs when 
the process our brain is working on is interfered by a similar task which yields the same 
category of information. An example of this is a talking person on the background while trying 
to read a report. In both, the speech as well as the reading, the brain is working with the part 
of our brain which is involved with language and the understanding of it. One could wonder 
why interference would occur when concentrating on reading and someone is talking in the 
background. This can be explained by the fact that your brain is always processing our 
environment. In this case it is processing the speech on the background, regardless of the fact 
that the speech is not needed for the current task or even meant for the reader. Since the 
content of the speech is processed involuntarily and could lead to attention capture if your 
brain registers an interesting topic. I.e, it could be argued that the content of speech should 
be included in research while often unintelligible speech is used.  
 
6.3 Cognitive semantic tasks 
To understand what a cognitive semantic task is, a look at the human brain is needed, 
specifically at the human memory system, which is schematically given in Figure 2 [24]. This 
system can be divided in three categories namely: Short-term memory, Working memory and 
the Long-term memory. As these names indicate, the working memory (WM) is the memory 
which only keeps information for a few seconds while the short term memory(STM) keeps 
information for about one minute. In contrast to the working memory and the short-term 
memory the long term memory(LTM) keeps information for a longer period, some of the 
information even for a life-time. In-between this LTM a distinction can be made between the 
Declarative memory and the Procedural memory.  
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Figure 2 Schematic overview of the human memory system as given by R. Martin and L. R. Slevc, “Memory 
disorders and impaired language and communication,” in Cognition and Acquired Language Disorders, 
Elsevier Inc., 2012, pp. 184. 

 
As one could reason the procedural memory is linked to skills and is unconscious, an example 
of this is riding a bike. Once you learned to ride you do not think about how to peddle, brake 
or keep your balance. It could be said that you know how to ride a bike without consciously 
thinking of all steps needed to ride it.  
 
Besides this unconscious memory there is also conscious memory, better known as the 
declarative memory. In this conscious memory a difference can be made between the 
semantic memory and the Episodic memory. The difference between those two is that the 
episodic memory is more linked to emotions and individual experiences while the semantic 
memory is based on facts, although they are closely related and can blur into each other[3]. 
As an example, you might remember that you went to a party with a friend and that the 
atmosphere was great while you might not remember the name of the band playing or in 
which order the different songs were played. Since you remember the great atmosphere you 
will link this event and band to a pleasant feeling. Another example can be a presentation you 
go to, you might remember how enthusiastic someone presented but do not exactly 
remember the content of the presentation. I.e, it can be said that semantic memory is the 
factual conscious memory which is part of the long term memory. Which means that every 
task which needs factual knowledge is a semantic task. For instance writing a text, identifying 
colors and objects, remembering facts, solving equations and even reading and interpret this 
text is a semantic task[3],[4],[5].  
 
6.4 Speech intelligibility 
Next to knowing what a cognitive semantic task is, it is also of great importance to have some 
background knowledge about speech intelligibility and how it is linked to the two main 
measures used in this research to quantify the sound environment: the Speech Transmission 
Index and the Frequency Domain Correlation Coefficient. The speech intelligibility can be 
described as how comprehensible speech is in a certain condition. This can be influenced by 
multiple factors like different sound sources or room characteristics, but also the language of 
other sound sources and the native language of the listener are of importance. Speech 
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intelligibility is linked to the build environment as well as to the linguistic field. Consequently 
a promising or well-known measure of each field of expertise was taken in to account in this 
research and are briefly described below. A further in depth explanation can be found in the 
literature review in section7.2, 7.3 and section 7.4. 
 
6.4.1 Speech Transmission Index (STI) 
The Speech Transmission Index (STI) is calculated by the difference in a send speech signal 
and a received speech signal. This signal is influenced by the room characteristics on its way 
from the source to the receiver. From this difference between source signal and received 
signal an index is formed between 0 and 1. Which on its turn is linked to a quality statement 
telling you something about how comprehensible speech is in that particular room. From the 
worst intelligibility of speech by an index of 0, to perfect intelligibility at an index of 1 [6]. A 
mathematical description is given in [25] 
 
6.4.2 Frequency Domain Correlation Coefficient (FDCC) 
While the STI is actually created to give a quality statement about speech the FDCC (see 
equation ( 6-1 )) was created to measure the Irrelevant Sound Effect (ISE). Further explanation 
on the ISE can be found in section 7.4. To calculate the FDCC a sound signal is divided into 
several sound tokens that are used to calculate the changes in the frequency domain and thus 
how dynamic a sound signal is. Where a low FDCC indicates a lot of dynamic changes in the 
sound signal[7],[8]. And is defined by: 
 

 

𝐹𝐷𝐶𝐶𝑖

=  
∑ 𝑃𝑖,𝑗𝑃𝑖+1,𝑗

19
𝑗=1
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2 )(∑ 𝑃𝑖+1,𝑗

2 )19
𝑗=1
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 ( 6-1 ) 
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7 Literature review 
After exploring the theory of human speech, cognitive semantic tasks and speech intelligibility 
a literature review to find the most relevant tests and measures for this research will now be 
presented. Furthermore, this literature review will give insight on how other researchers deal 
with certain challenges and which conclusions are drawn in the field of interest. 
This literature review will mainly focus on research regarding speech intelligibility measures 
and tests. The main goal of this literature review is to single out one or multiple relevant 
measures to predict the speech intelligibility in combination with an acoustically dynamic 
background. I.e. it is not only of importance to discuss speech intelligibility measures and tests 
but also to obtain insight in the conditions influencing speech intelligibility itself. In addition, 
this literature review will give an overview of the methods used to deal with dynamic 
background sound in previous research. 
 
7.1 Factors influencing speech intelligibility 
A wide range of factors has been investigated on their relationship with speech intelligibility. 
The literature review by J. Reinten et.al. on the role of room acoustics in relation to the indoor 
environment and human task performance[26] gives a clear overview on which elements 
influence the sound environment of an indoor space. The research provides this overview in 
form of the conceptual model shown in Figure 3.  

Source & receiver 

positions

Room typology 

(volume, shape)

Material properties 

and configuration

Room acoustics

Sound sources 
(characteristics and 

behaviour)

Sound 

environment
Task performance

Sound – task 

interaction

Personal factors

Task type

Other environmental 

factors  

 
Although this model is created in relation to task performance it can also be used for factors 
influencing speech intelligibility, because speech intelligibility and task performance are often 
linked in research. For instance, the literature review mentions that it used the sound level 
and the speech intelligibility as the most important quantifiers of the sound environment. 
Furthermore, a listening experiment is also a task where task performance can be measured. 
As an example, the amount of correct heard words or the point at which participants can hear 
50% of the words is based on their task performance. In conclusion, the factors influencing 
task performance are at the same time factors which have an influence on the speech 
intelligibility, due to their strong link. In conclusion, the source and receiver position; room 
typology; material properties and type of sound sources are factors that not only influence 
task performance but also have an influence the speech intelligibility. That ambient noise has 
an influence on the speech intelligibility is affirmed by T. Houtgast [27], J. kociński et al[26] 
and L. Galbrun et al[28].  
 

Figure 3 The conceptual model as given in :The indoor sound environment and human task performance: A 
literature review on the role of room acoustics by J. Reinten et al 
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Besides the sound environment personal factors also play a big role to speech intelligibility, 
for example: age (hearing loss), noise sensitivity and native language. Regarding the age it is 
generally found that increased age results in lower speech intelligibility. This was found by Z. 
Honghu et al. who found that elderly Chinese people score on average 30% lower in speech 
intelligibility tests under similar conditions as younger people [29]. Furthermore they found 
that reverberation time and signal to noise ratio had an significant influence on the speech 
intelligibility. In addition to this M.K. Pichora-Fuller et al [30] found that loss of neural 
synchrony has influence on the speech intelligibility, which is common in older adults. Their 
results showed that temporary distortion of a signal in the low frequencies gave a similar 
speech intelligibility as older adults with a normal signal. In noise the young adults scores 
were lower than the ones of  older adults most likely due to information of the sentences 
context, meaning that older adults are more trained or used to get more information out of 
a sentence than young adults.  
 
When looking at language as a factor influencing speech intelligibility D. Yang et al[31] found 
that the native language (in their case Chinese) was more intelligible to native Chinese 
speakers than a foreign language (in this research English). Another research regarding 
different languages and speech intelligibility is the research conducted by L. Galbrun et al[32] 
where they tested speech intelligibility of English, Polish, Arabic and Mandarin under different 
room acoustical conditions. They found that there was a significant difference in speech 
intelligibility for all four languages under all room acoustical conditions, with an exception for 
the STI= 0.8  condition (high speech intelligibility). They found that English was the most 
intelligible in all conditions.  
 
The acoustic factors found in this review could be categorized in sound environmental factors 
e.g. (sound sources and receivers positions; room typology; material properties and 
configurations; characteristics and behavior of sound sources) and personal factors e.g.( 
age;(native)language; hearing damage).   
 
Because of  the large amount of factors which affect speech intelligibility a suitable measure 
for the speech intelligibility should be selected, this is done by investigating numerous 
measures, which will be elaborated on in the following section.  
 
7.2 Measures for speech intelligibility 
As mentioned in the previous section, there are many factors which influence the speech 
intelligibility. This section will provide an overview of the most relevant measures for speech 
intelligibility, found in literature, in this section of the literature review. For each measure its 
potential for use in this research will be assessed. 
 
U50: The useful to detrimental index is a measure to determine speech intelligibility by the 
difference between direct + early sound and the late sound + background noise measured on 
a logarithmic scale and giving a value between 0 and 1.[33] It is a measure that is based on 
the D50 and the signal to noise ratio.[33] and can be determined with[34]: 
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 𝑈50

= 10 log {
𝐸/𝐿50

1 + (
𝐸

𝐿50
+ 1) 𝑁/𝑆

} , (𝑑𝐵) 
( 7-1 ) 

E/L50= linear early-to-late arriving sound energy 
N= ambient noise energy 
S= speech energy 
 
STI: The Speech Transmission Index (STI) is one of the most used measures to determine the 
speech intelligibility[35]. It was initially designed for rapid evaluation of speech intelligibility 
over (military) communication systems [36]. Over years of research and criticism the STI 
method has evolved to be able to determine speech intelligibility from a speech signal by 
modulation reductions in intensity modulated noise obtained from weighted signal-to-
noise(S/NR) ratios in seven octave bands and the reverberation time(T) of the room[37]. The 
STI is a value between 0 and 1 with a value of 1 representing maximum speech intelligibility 
and a value of 0 representing minimum speech intelligibility. For the mathematical 
description and a detailed description of the calculation of the STI [25] can be consulted. 
 
RASTI: The RApid Speech Transmission Index is a simplified version of the STI, which gives 
objective values for speech intelligibility within steady noise and reverberation[38]. The RASTI 
uses, just like the STI, Modulation Transfer functions (MTF) in its calculations[38]. But the 
calculations only include two octave bands instead of seven[39]. Making it a less precise 
measure as the STI. And Since it is less precise than the STI, the RASTI is not a prefered value 
to include in this research. 
Alcons: The Articulation Loss of Consonants is a measure created in 1971 to calculate rooms 
and halls during the design stage of a building and is similar to the C50 method[33], thus 
neglecting the background noise in a room which makes it an insufficient measure for this 
research. And is defined  before the critical distance of intelligibility by[40]: 
 
 

𝐴𝐿𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠 =
200𝐷2𝑅𝑇60

2

𝑄𝑉
+ 𝑎 , (%) 

( 7-2 ) 

 
 
And after the critical distance of intelligibility by: 
 
 𝐴𝐿𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠 = 9𝑅𝑇60 + 𝑎 , (%) ( 7-3 )  

 
With: 
D= distance to the source in m 
Q= 1.4 kHz directivity of source 
RT60= 1.4 kHz reverberation time of the room in seconds 
V= volume of the room 
a= zero correction factor for a certain speaker-listener combination usual between 1.5% and 
12.5% 
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AI: AI stands for Articulation Index and is a measure mostly used in Amerika, which measures 
the speech intelligibility for every frequency band weighing it to the human hearing[41]. The 
AI is calculated by multiplying a weighting factor to the difference between the speech level 
and the background noise for multiple octave bands or 1/3th octave bands. And can be 
calculated with: 
 
 

𝐴𝐼 = ∑(𝑊𝐹𝑖 ∗ (𝑆𝐿𝑖 − 𝑁𝑖))

𝑛

𝑖=1

/10.000 

( 7-4 ) 

 
With: 
n= number of frequency bands 
WF= weighting factor 
SL= speech level 
N= background noise 
 
The AI does not include the signal to noise ratio and does not cover reverberation [33]. The 
signal to noise ratio is of importance in this research since background babble is contributing 
to this ratio that makes this measure unsuitable for this research. 
 
SII: The Speech Intelligibility Index is the successor of the AI. The SII gives more flexibility 
regarding basic input variables like speech and noise variables. Furthermore the general 
framework allows more flexibility regarding the determination of reference points of 
measurements, there are corrections regarding upwards spread of masking and high 
presentation levels[42]. And is calculated with[43]: 
 
 

𝑆𝐼𝐼 =  ∑ 𝐼𝑖𝐴𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

 ( 7-5 ) 

With: 
n= number of frequency bands 
Li=  values of band importance functions 
Ai= values of the band audibility function 
 
FDCC: the Frequency Domain Correlation Coefficient divides sound into tokens by squaring, a 
low pass filter, computing the median of the signals envelope, excepting feasible tokens, 
discarding tokens that are too short, filtering of the remaining tokens and calculating the 
power spectrum P [7]. With these P then the FDCC can be calculated and gives the changes in 
the frequency domain with a correlation value, where a high correlation means a high spectral 
similarity(small dynamics/more flat signal) and a low correlation a low spectral similarity(high 
dynamic) [7]. Meaning that the lower the FDCC correlation the more distracting the 
background noise is for a cognitive semantic task is expected to be. And is defined with: 
 
 

𝐹𝐷𝐶𝐶𝑖 =  
∑ 𝑃𝑖,𝑗𝑃𝑖+1,𝑗

19
𝑗=1

√(∑ 𝑃𝑖,𝑗
2 )(∑ 𝑃𝑖+1,𝑗

2 )19
𝑗=1

19
𝑗=1

 
( 7-6 ) 

With: P= power spectrum 
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Since this measure is measuring the dynamic changes of a sound signal, it is not a measure 
which is meant or created to measure speech intelligibility itself. But is meant to give insight 
in the dynamic nature of a sound signal. A further advantage of the FDCC is that a FDCC value 
is valid for the whole room instead of just a certain point within a room. Moreover the FDCC 
can be calculated from a recording instead of only a simulation or measurement.  
 
7.2.1 Chosen measures for speech intelligibility 
After getting more insight in the options described above it was chosen to use two different 
measures from different work fields. Since the STI is one of the most used and known 
measures in the build environment it was included in this research, moreover it can include 
different reverberation times in which is necessary for  this research. The main demerit of the 
STI with respect to its implementation in this research is that it can only predict speech 
intelligibility between one source and one receiver. It is also not designed to make predictions 
for environments with a dynamic background sound.  
A measure which is often used in the field of behavior and brain studies is the FDCC. Though 
developed for another field of work this measure is a promising candidate for this research. 
The measure is very suitable for the prediction of dynamic background sound environments, 
because of its ability to give an indication of the sound field in a room based on the 
fluctuations within the frequency domain of a sound sample over time. While it is not 
developed to measure speech intelligibility it will be able to distinguish the more dynamic 
character of an intelligible sound.  
 
7.3 The history and use of the STI 
An schematic overview of the timeline of the STI from creation to now can be seen in Figure 
4. The most important milestones of the STI concerning this research will be discussed in this 
section.  
 
The Speech Transmission Index (STI) was created 50 years ago by T. Houtgast and H.J.M. 
Steeneken, which where young human-factor engineers at TNO in the Netherlands. Their job 
was to determine the audio quality of a wide range of communication systems used by the 
military under variating conditions[12]. To shorten the test time they devised a test signal that 
could be used instead of talkers for the tests based on the AI. In contrast to the AI the STI 
incorporated non-linear effects which meant that stationary background noise could be 
included, which was a first step towards a realistic sound environment. After the publication 
of the First edition of the IEC 60268-16 standard the interest grew to predict the speech 
Intelligibility in enclosures where noise, reverberation and echoes were of influence on the 
speech signal, as a result a revision was necessary[12]. Without this revision the STI would 
have been of no interest for the built environment, and thus for this and many other 
researches regarding speech intelligibility in the build environment. Hence the STI was further 
developed in following years to include a speech envelope and modulation transfer functions. 
 
An extension to account for both male and female speech was included in 1992. With these 
improvements the second edition of the IEC 60268-16 for the STI was introduced in 1998. 
Making the standard usable in the build environment as an indicator of speech intelligibility, 
which is the beginning of the measure we know nowadays and will be used in this research. 
In the third edition of the IEC 60268-16 released in 2003 introduced, among other things, the 
concept of level dependent masking to account for the flattening of auditory masking curves 
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at higher sound levels, which in turn reduces speech intelligibility. This is to link the measure 
to the sensitivity of the human ear as described in paragraph 6.1.2.  
 

STI created by T. Houtgast and 

H.J.M. Steeneken

First edition IEC 60268-16:1988 

created

Second edition IEC 60268-

16:1998 created

Third edition IEC 60268-

16:2003 created

Fourth edition IEC 60268-

16:2011 created

Extension male and female 

voice

1971

1988

1992

1998

2003

2011

2020
Fifth edition IEC 60268-16:2020 

created

 Testing of military communication systems

 interest grew to predict the speech Intelligibility in 

enclosures

 Speech intelligibility for enclosures included

 Additional model parameters

 STIPA (Speech Transmission Index for Public 

Address Systems) introduced

 Level dependent masking introduced

 Minor changes STI calculations

 Measuring and interpreting STI for non-native 

speakers

 Minor changes STI calculations

 Changes of spectrum male speech test signal 
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 verification information for STI measurement 

devices added
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Figure 4 Schematic timeline overview of the STI measure from its creation on 1971 until 2021 

 
As a result, the introduction of level dependent masking tackled a mismatch of the STI and 
subjective measurements which were previously found in the range of higher sound levels. 
The downside of this introduction was that all measurements are in need to be calibrated in 
the terms of the (A-weighted) sound pressure level[36]. The fitting of the STI to the human 
ear makes the STI fitted for research regarding speech intelligibility and perceived sound 
between humans, like this thesis. Nowadays the STI is one of the most used measures in the 
field of built environment to predict speech intelligibility and is included in multiple standards 
and recommendations for instance the ISO 9921 and IEC 60268-16[12], making this measure 
of interest for this research.  
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7.4 The history and use of the FDCC 
While The STI was invented to enhance the speed and ease of evaluation of the quality of an 
(military) communication system, the FDCC finds its origin in the research regarding the 
Irrelevant Sound Effect (ISE) which is believed to have an influence on the short-term 
memory, usually tested with serial recall experiments. These experiments give participants a 
series of numbers, letters or objects which have to be recalled in the correct order. When 
these experiments are conducted with changing background sounds participants error rates 
are showing a significant increase. This phenomenon is believed to be a result of our nature 
to be able to react in situations where our attention is needed for something we are not 
focused on at the moment, like an alarm or other threatening situation, thus our brain is 
simultaneously processing our surroundings and the task someone is focusing on like 
reading[8], which increases the mental workload leading to an unwanted distraction[44]. In 
1982 the ISE was mentioned for the first time by Salamé and Baddley but was then still called 
the Irrelevant speech effect. After more elaborate research regarding this phenomenon it 
revealed that it was present with a wide range of background sounds instead of only 
background speech[8] leading to the change in name from Irrelevant speech effect to 
irrelevant sound effect. It was also concluded that in contrast to most semantic tasks the recall 
tasks where not influenced by the content of speech but by its sound characteristics[45]. 
Multiple measures where used to test the short term memory one of them being the STI. But 
the paper released by Park et al.[46] in 2013 introduced the Frequency Domain Correlation 
Coefficient (FDCC) as a measure to test ISE. I.e, the FDCC is mainly used as a measure to 
predict the ISE in relation with short memory recall experiments. 
 
7.5 Listening and speech intelligibility tests 
Listening and speech intelligibility tests can be divided into two types of testing: objective and 
subjective testing. The objective tests are calculations and/or simulations based on factors 
like the room characteristics, type of source(s) and the positions of source and receiver, as 
described in section 7.1. The objective measure used in this thesis will be chosen from the 
different measures describes in section 7.2.  
 
For subjective testing phonemes, words and sentences can be used to test the speech 
intelligibility, although it is more realistically to use sentences or corporate the words into a 
carrier sentence due to acoustical conditions like reverberation[47] but also due to 
recognition through context. In this part of the literature review there will be focused on the 
following four subjective test methods: 

 Modified rhyme test (MRT) 

 Diagnostic rhyme test (DRT) 

 Mean opinion score (MOS) 

 Speech reception threshold (SRT) and reception threshold for sentences (RTS) 
 
For all four methods there will be an description on how the test method works and for which 
use it normally is intended. Furthermore their advantages and disadvantages will be discussed 
in relation with this thesis, with as main goal to identify which tests could be a realistically 
starting point or test for the determination of speech intelligibility in dynamic background 
environments. 
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7.5.1 Modified rhyme test (MRT) 
The MRT is a closed response test, which means that the test subjects have to choose 
between a set of given words. For the MRT this is a list of six meaningful alternatives that 
differ in the first or last consonant[48]. The results of this test usually will be expressed with 
a percentage of correct recognized words of the total words, or it can be given as a percentage 
for all words with a varying first consonants and respectively a percentage for all varying last 
consonants. An advantage of this type of test is that no prior experience with listening tests 
is required and that initial training can be limited due to the principle of a closed response. 
The test can also be conducted with a quiet and noise condition.  
 
7.5.2 Diagnostic rhyme test (DRT) 
Similar to the MRT, the DRT is a closed response test. Only in this test the participant get two 
meaningful words to choose from instead of six. For the DRT a list of 192 words is used with 
variation of the first consonant. For the dutch version there are 384 words which can be 
extracted to lists of likewise 192 words[49]. Further is the analysis method equal to the one 
of the MRT meaning that from this test also a percentage of correct recognized words of the 
total will be achieved. The DRT main advantage is the low amount of training and knowledge 
of listening test needed, due to the low amount of choices it is very easy to repeat. However 
the disadvantage of the DRT on the MRT is that due to the limited answer choices the subjects 
have a high probability of guessing the correct answer (50%) meaning that the test results are 
off lower strength then the ones from the MRT test.  
 
7.5.3 Mean opinion score (MOS) 
The MOS is mainly used to test the quality of a voice mobility network. This test does not test 
the speech intelligibility in a direct way by testing the amount or percentage of correctly heard 
words or sentences, instead it is used to give a quality rating between 1 and 5, where 1 is the 
worst quality rating and 5 the best quality rating[50].The rating is done with defined 
sentences which might be distorted by the telephone system. After rating of the sentences 
on the five point scale, which can be every decimal score between one and five, an average 
score is calculated giving the score of the telephone system. A system with a MOS of four or 
higher is considered the toll-quality which a system should aim for, while every rating below 
3.5 is seen as unacceptable. Since the test is mainly used for telephone systems, the test 
requirements are specified for those kind of systems, meaning a requirement of a room 
between 30 to 120 cubic meters (due to ensure the echoes are within certain values) and 
subjects who have no prior knowledge of the test sentences[51]. An disadvantage of this 
system is that it is not directly testing the speech intelligibility but the quality of the sample, 
which means that this could complicate the comparison to an objective measure. 
Furthermore could it limit the number of participants if they already have experience with 
listening tests and thus could have prior knowledge about the sentences used in the test. 
 
7.5.4 Speech Reception threshold (SRT) and Reception threshold for sentences (RTS) 
The SRT and RTS are speech intelligibility tests with an open response. Where a word (SRT) or 
sentence(RTS) masked with background noise is presented to the subject. After listening to 
the sentence the subject has to reproduce the sentence, if correctly a different sentence with 
the masking sound increased by 2 dB is presented until the subject is not able to reproduce 
the correct sentence anymore and the masking noise will be decreased by 2 dB[47]. The goal 
of this test is to establish with which masking sound level 50% of the sentences can still be 
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deciphered. The disadvantage of this test is that if the same test is being done with dynamic 
background sound the sound level might differ within the same sample to keep it realistically, 
which means that the fundamental idea of the test would be affected. 
 
7.5.5 Chosen test for this research 
When choosing an appropriate test for this research the first consideration was that a test 
containing sentences would be preferable. However the test methods using sentences 
described in this chapter are not in accordance with the goal of the research. For instance the 
SRT and RTS work with increasing and decreasing the background sound when a sentence 
could or couldn’t be repeated, respectively. A dynamic background would interfere with the 
increasing and decreasing of the background sound since it is not a stable background signal. 
Furthermore will the test only give at which signal to noise ratio the subjects can understand 
50% of the sentences and not an error rate for different conditions which makes it hard to 
compare to objective measures. Furthermore the MOS, which also works with sentences, only 
gives an quality rating of a signal and not a rating of the speech intelligibility itself, which 
means that it could be used as an additional test, but not as the main test for this research.  
Whit the SRT/RTS and MOS ruled out as the main speech intelligibility test the MRT and DRT 
are left as options. Both methods use words instead of sentences which is not ideal for the 
aim of this research to use a realistically sound environment. Since the MRT and DRT are very 
similar their biggest difference can be found in the amount of answer choices, six and two 
choices respectively. Because of the high chance of randomly choosing the right answer with 
the DRT, the MRT is chosen as the best option for this research. 
 
To make sure that the test still works with a realistically sound environment it was chosen the 
use the principal of the MRT test but to use sentences instead or words. To do this subjects 
are given the choice of six different but similar sentences to choose from after hearing a 
sentence. The Dutch version of the Hageman sentences will be used since these are already 
validated [52]. The test procedure of the MRT will further remain as described in this chapter. 
 
7.6 Dealing with dynamic background sound 
Since there is no standard yet which provides a guideline on dealing with dynamic background 
sound,  there are multiple approaches used by scientists within existing research. In this part 
of the literature review an overview will be provided of the different approaches to 
background babble, and thus dynamic background sound, in relation with the STI in previous 
research.  
 
Ten papers, which all make use of the STI and babble background environments, where 
selected and information was collected on the used sound signal, the subjective and objective 
measures used, how the STI was implemented and which other measures were included in 
the analyzed research. 
 
7.6.1 Sound signals 
While most papers are interested to find a connection between performance and background 
babble, the analyzed research can be divided into two groups: research with unintelligible 
background babble and research with intelligible background babble.  
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7.6.1.1 Unintelligible background babble 
While unintelligible background sounds do not include the content of speech, the speech 
envelope is still remaining, meaning that the background sound still has its fluctuating nature. 
These fluctuations have been brought in relation with a loss of performance when performing 
tasks which have to do with short-term memory. Resulting, a lot of research uses unintelligible 
speech as a background sound to find its effect on work performance or annoyance. One such 
paper which is looking at the STI for the assessment of sound annoyance is [53] of A. Ebissou 
et al. Here a single male speech signal was used in combination with different background 
signals ranging from a STI of 0.25 to 0.65 and included one silent condition as control 
condition. To be able to get the background signal to be consistent with a STI value the 
background babble signals were unintelligible with a stationary level, further was the amount 
of used voices for the babble background not given. Since the background babble in this 
research was unintelligible and was brought to a stationary level to match it to a STI value, 
the results only show the effect of a STI on annoyance instead of speech or fluctuating sound 
environments on annoyance.  
 
Another research with unintelligible background babble is the research of L. Brocolini et al. 
Which is focusing on the effect of masking sounds on cognitive performance and annoyance 
in open plan offices [54]. This paper describes two experiments both working with 
unintelligible background samples, where the first experiment used one target voice and one 
unintelligible babble mask to assess the impact on perceived annoyance and performance, 
the second experiment uses four different sound samples which all include one intelligible 
male speaker as target sound. The four different sound conditions are made out of a 
stationary background which was made with white noise, 5 background voices, three 
background voices and one background voice. The variation in amount of background voices 
was included to give the background sound more dynamic fluctuations, the more voices the 
more stationary the signal becomes. Here they also chose to use unintelligible background 
voices by temporally inversing the speech signals to eliminate confusion between target and 
masking noise while the average spectrum remains. Since they temporally changed the 
masking voices they used realistically background speech fluctuations, which makes the 
results of this study more reliable when comparing it to a real life situation on an open plan 
office than the research of [53].  
 
A paper where real speech samples were used and processed to keep the original sound 
envelope was conducted by N. Prodi et al. This research is more focused on a time-frame 
implementation of the STI in fluctuation speech-like noise conditions[55]. In this Paper there 
were 26 different sound signals used, which were all created out of two sound signals in 
combination with three different reverberation times and four different Signal to Noise Ratios 
(SNRs) supplemented with two signals with an extra-long reverberation time. The two signals 
that were used as the base of the sound signals were one of a pink stationary noise which was 
spectral shaped in octave bands and one of processed Italian speech which has the same 
amplitude modulations at all frequency bands. Because the Italian speech was processed it 
follows the envelope of the original speech but is completely unintelligible at the same time. 
The paper did not mention if the used Italian phrases were used as target sound or masking 
sound, but since there was a short time calculation of the STI it seems likely that the sound 
signals were used as masking sound, which leads to an outcome of interest for the current 
research due to the realistic sound envelope used in the study.  
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A paper with a different type of sound signals is the paper of A. Liebl et al. which researched 
the effects of speech intelligibility and temporal-spectral variability on objective and 
subjective performance and annoyance[56]. The sound signals used in this paper did not 
consist all of an target voice and thus did not all have a STI value. In total they used eight 
different conditions namely: a silent control condition, a pink noise condition, continues 
speech-like noise, variable speech-like noise, masked speech with a Signal to Noise Ratio 
(SNR) of -6dB(A), masked speech with a SNR of-3 dB(A), masked speech with a SNR of 0 dB(A) 
and one sample of only speech. Due to the use of speech samples and speech-like noises it 
can be seen if there is a difference in performance for speech with content of meaning an 
speech-like noises which are unintelligible and thus focusses on fluctuations in the sound 
signal. Consequently, it can be argued that this paper can be put into both categories of 
unintelligible speech and intelligible speech. As a result, with this paper a link to a real life 
situation was created. 
 
7.6.1.2 Intelligible background babble 
While research where unintelligible voices are used often mainly focus on the dynamic 
character of the background sound and their influence on performance, papers which use 
intelligible background babble strive to look at performance changes in realistic sound 
environments. Since speech is not the only realistic background sound which can be 
encountered in an open plan office some researchers choose to use different background 
sounds. One of those researches is J. Ma et al. with their paper they look at objective 
measures to predict speech intelligibility in noisy conditions[57]. For this experiment they 
used four different sound environments, to know: babble, cars, streets and trains. For each 
of these environments there were 19 listening conditions created, consisting out of two SNRs 
( 0 dB and 5 dB) * 8 noise suppression algorithms + two noisy reference conditions and one 
quiet condition.  
 
J. Ma et al. is not the only research where other background sounds than babble are taken 
into account. In this literature review also the papers of T. Renz et al. [58] and M. Keus van de 
Poll et al. [59] include at least one sound scenario without babble. T. Renz et al. for instance 
makes use of a waterfall sound and a wind sound. Furthermore his paper differs from most 
other researches due to the amount of background voices he uses, while often not more than 
9 talkers are used, he included conditions with 48 target voices, 12 target voices, 12 different 
male voices, 12 same male voices and 12 same female voices which also means that he was 
able to gather information on the influence of gender on performance. Even though they 
found no significant difference due to  gender on performance or perceived annoyance. 
Further no significant difference was found between the 12 and 48 voice conditions. When 
analyzing the paper from M. Keus van de Poll it becomes clear that the focus of this papers is 
more on the babble sound since it was perceived as a less annoying masker than pink noise 
and could be of influence on usual tasks in open plan offices. In a second experiment they 
used four sound signals, namely one voice, three voices, five voices and seven voices which 
showed that mainly the writing fluency increased as a function of number of voices in the 
background. Even though the subjects were told to ignore the background sound, which 
impairs the realistic setting since one does not know if the background speech is of 
importance when working in an open plan office. 
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While M. Keus van de Poll is researching on which sound could deliver the best masking in 
open plan offices H. Jahncke [60] includes the use of headphones to the attenuation of 
distraction by background speech. five sound environments were created, including one quiet 
conditions and one condition with one female talker, the remaining three conditions were 
conditions where the headphones were used, once with just headphones while the female 
speaker sample was played in the room, and the other two where headphones played nature 
sounds or seven female voices as makers while the speaking sample was played in the room. 
But similar to the research of M. Keus van de Poll participants was told to ignore the 
background sound impairing the realistic setting. Furthermore the use of headphones for 
masking could be discussed due to its contradictory to the idea of open plan offices, which 
should promote the ability and ease to deliberate with colleagues. Colleagues could get more 
hesitant to interrupt someone when wearing headphones [60],[61],[62].   
 
Another paper which is focusing on babble as a masker on open plan offices is M. Zaglauer et 
al. [63]. This paper is taking a closer look at the amount of background voices ranging from 
one to six background babble voices which was translated into nine different sound signals 
(Speech + pink noise + one to six voices, speech with pink noise, speech with six babble voices 
and a quiet condition). In contrast with other papers, M. Zaglauer et al. is not only focusing 
on the background babble but includes pink noise in the samples to simulate noise produced 
by building systems. While the setup and type of sound signals seem to picture a realistic 
situation all babble voices were placed more than 6.2 meter away from the receiver to mask 
one nearby talker, which results in a rather unrealistic situation since these distances to 
almost all talkers are not probable to encounter on a daily basis in an open plan office.  
 
The last paper analyzed regarding the sound signal, written by E. Braat-Eggen[9], was focused 
on distraction in open-plan study environments and used a with measurements validated 
Odeon model to compose five sound signals. All signals existed of three talkers, either Dutch 
or Swedish speaking, with exception of the quiet condition which consisted of pink noise at a 
level of 30 dB(A). For both languages the sound environment was once modeled as in an room 
with a high absorption and once in a room with high reverberation. This use of reverberation 
instead of changing the amount of talkers has this paper contrasted with the other analyzed 
papers. Since all talkers in this research are located within the 6.2 meter from the receiver 
and are all intelligible it pictures a realistic situation for an open-plan study environment as 
well as an open-plan office environment.  
 
7.6.2 Objective measures 
Since the use of the STI was one of the selection criterions for the papers studied in this part 
of the literature review all previous research included the STI as an objective measure. 
However in four out of the ten papers analyzed a short-time STI was used additionally. This 
means that the sound signal gets divided into short segments of a few milliseconds (ms) in 
this case 18 ms [60] [59], 12 ms [55] and  12.5 ms [54]. After dividing the signals into the 
segments a STI is calculated for each segment which gets averaged over the whole sound 
signal resulting in a short-term calculated STI value. Even though all four papers follow the 
same principle the names of these short term STI are referred to with different abbreviations 
namely: short-time STI, eSTI or STIt.  Furthermore is it striking that six of the ten papers use a 
serial recall experiment with numbers and two papers a serial recall experiment with words 
as an objective measure. This high amount of serial recall experiments could be explained by 
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the fact that researcher regularly seem to find results when testing dynamic sound 
environments in combination with short-term memory tests and performance. However 
these experiments might prove that short-time memory and thus performance is influenced 
by dynamic sound environment, but tasks which are mainly performed in open plan offices 
often consist of writing or reading instead of serial recall tasks. Some of those tasks for 
instance are writing or reading reports and e-mails. Moreover when people have to perform 
a task which is similar to a serial recall test it is likely that they will write down the relevant 
information instead of trusting on their short-time memory.  
 
The three researches which did not include any serial recall test were the paper from J. Ma et 
al. [57], E. Braat-Eggen et. al. [9] and M. Keus van de Poll et. al [59]. Where J. Ma et al. is 
focusing on band-importance functions as objective measures, in total 30 different measures 
are explained in detail and compared to each other in their work with as best performing 
measure for speech intelligibility testing the coherent-based CSII (coherence speech-
intelligibility index) measure and NCM (normalized covariance metric) measure, E. Braat-
Eggen[9] focusses on a collaboration task. In this collaboration tasks subjects were paired in 
tot groups of two and asked to do spot the differences puzzles in different sound scenarios 
while being visually separated, where the amount of found differences in the set time were 
used as the performance measure. This type of experiment searches for a connection 
between background babble environments and the influence on a realistic working task on 
an open-plan study environment. While this type of collaboration work is more probable for 
an open-plan study environment than an open-plan office, the paper is a good example when 
pursuing to build a connection between a realistic task and the effect of dynamic sound 
environments on performance. Another paper which includes an more realistic work task is 
the paper from M. Keus van de Poll et al. [59] in the second experiment described in the paper 
a writing task is used as an objective measure for performance. This task was to write a story 
based on a word which was displayed on a computer screen, often an natural environment 
like forest or field, in a time frame of five minutes where the writing fluency was used as the 
dependent measure. The writing task is similar to usual office work even though it might be 
less complex than most writing tasks performed in open-plan offices, as a result this 
experiment is an valuable example in the field of performance research in open-plan offices 
and open-plan learning environments.  
 
Another objective measure which was used in two if the analyzed papers was the Fluctuation 
strength (Fs)[56][64], which is a metric for sound modulations lower than 20 Hz [65] that can 
be of interest when looking at speech intelligibility[66], [67]. Both papers calculate the STI as 
well as the FS and make a comparison of both measures. The last objective measure 
mentioned in the analyzed papers is that the paper of M. Zaglauer et al.[63] mentions that 
there was a speech intelligibility test performed, but unfortunately the used intelligibility test 
was not found in the paper.  
 
7.6.3 Subjective measure 
80% of the papers analyzed included subjective measures, mainly to test perceived 
performance and annoyance. To test these subjective factors half of the papers with 
subjective measures used the NASA-TLX questionnaire, which is a short questionnaire which 
includes mental demand, physical demand, Temporal demand, performance, effort and 
frustration on a seven point scale[68]. The questionnaire was created and tested by the NASA 
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Human Performance Research group and is a validated and reliable way to test the six 
categories. Because annoyance in not actually included in the NASA-TLX two of the papers 
that used the NASA-TLX questionnaire additionally used an annoyance rating or 
questionnaire. The remaining four papers used a perceived annoyance questionnaire with use 
of a scale, the paper of T. Renz et al. asked to give an annoyance rating after every sound 
condition on a five point Likert scale and the research of A. Liebl et. al. asked to give the 
perceived annoyance on a five point scale verbally and at a 11 point scale numerical with a 
score between zero and ten. The research of M. Keus van de Poll et al. and E. Braat-Eggen 
also used a subjective annoyance score given on a scale, but used a subjective questionnaire 
which was more focused on their task. Both papers asked to rate the annoyance amongst 
other factors which means that the subjects were asked to give a rating on multiple questions 
on the sound signal and the task they performed. In the paper of M. Keus van de Poll et al. 
this was done with 14 questions of which 11 were related to the acoustical satisfaction and 
three were related to the subjective workload. The questionnaire of E. Braat-Eggen was 
conducted on disturbance, the ability to ignore the background sounds, the eagerness to 
continue the given task and the quality of the collaboration. When analyzing this paper it can 
be seen immediately that the questions of the last mentioned paper were in close relation 
with the conducted task. As a result, the collected subjective data can give more insight in the 
effects of sound or certain tasks, however at the same time the questions will not be as 
validated as a well-tested and efficient questionnaire like the NASA-TLX. 
 
7.6.4 Implementation of the STI 
The implementation of the STI of all papers reviewed can be divided into three categories: STI 
calculations based on measurements, STI calculations based on simulations and STI 
calculations based on the sound signal itself.  
 
Only one paper based their STI calculations on measurements [59], They used an indirect 
method where the measured impulse response and derived SNRs in accordance to the ISO 
3382-3:2012 and IEC 60268-16.  For their experiment with multiple background talkers The 
STI levels were computed based on the octave SNRs for every voice with the other talkers 
signal as noise. Since there was an additionally short time STI the sound signal was divided 
into segments of 18ms and every peak of the A-weighted power which exceeded the A-
weighted root mean square was leveled to -14dB. While only one paper made use of 
measurements as base for the STI calculation, simulations seem more popular with 30% 
[63][55][9] of the analyzed papers using a simulation as base for their calculation. M.Zaglauer 
et al. made use of the simulation software Odeon, even though they do not mention how 
they calculated the STI exactly they mention that they based their placement of the 
background talkers outside of the disturbance distance which is equal to a STI of 0.5. Another 
research that used Odeon as their simulation software to calculate the STI is N. Prodi et al. 
although they did not mention directly how they calculated their STI or eSTI they do refer to 
the work of Payton [69] and Shrestha and van Schoonhoven et al.[70] consequently, it has 
been assumed that their implementation was used in the research of N. Prodi et al. for the 
calculation of the eSTI (A type of short-term STI). A further research which made use of Odeon 
is the research of E. Braat-Eggen et al. in contrast to other papers here the background babble 
was intelligible and also within the disturbance distance, furthermore was chosen to work 
with a STI instead of using a short time STI, which poses the problem that the STI was not 
designed to work with dynamic background signals but with stationary noise. This problem 
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was dealt with through the calculation of the background speech as the LAeq and La95. The Use 
of the La95 is normally used to quantify background noise levels of fluctuating signals[9], for 
instance road noise where cars create a more dynamic background signal when passing by. 
This means that the signal will exclude peaks in the sound signal.  Moreover was the IEC 
60268-16 norm followed to calculate the STI in the research of E. Braat-Eggen et al. 
 
The most used method among the analyzed papers was to use the sound signal as base to 
calculate the STI. six out of the ten papers based their STI calculation on the sound signal itself. 
Similar to earlier mentioned papers which based their calculations on a simulation A. Ebissou 
et al. calculated the STI values based of the average resulting spectra in compliance of the 
procedure described in the IEC 60268-16 standard. Papers not only refer to the IEC 60268-16 
standard but for instance A. Liebl et al. refers to the method used in the paper of V. Hongisto 
[71] where the STI is brought in relation with a percentage of loss in performance, which in 
turn refers to the IEC standard for their calculations. A different method is used by T. Renz et 
al. which calculated the STI by taking the energy-equivalent sound pressure Level (SPL) Leq of 
the target speech and background based on the calculations described by Houtgast et al.[72] 
in their paper on the prediction of the STI in rooms by using the Modulation Transfer Function 
(MTF). While some papers refer to a standard or earlier research or method H. Jahnecke et 
al. mentions that the STI values in their research are derived using the indirect method from 
measured SNR and reverberation times, while their short-time STI was computed by taking 
the mean of the octave SNR for 18 ms sections. A Paper that takes a different approach when 
compared to the calculation of a STI measure is the paper of J. Ma et al. where they use the 
Normalized Covariance Metric (NCM) which is a STI based measure that similar to the STI 
computes a weighted sum of transmission index values determined from the sounds 
envelopes, probe and response signals in each frequency band. The biggest difference can be 
found in that the NCM is based on the covariance between probe and response of the 
envelope signals instead of the use of the MTF. For further information on the calculation of 
the NCM metric the paper of J. Ma et al. should be consulted. In contrast to all other papers 
analyzed the calculation of the STI used by L. Brocolini et al. could not be derived from their 
paper, they only mentioned that a STI value was calculated for each created sound stimuli 
and that MATLAB was used for these STI calculations.  
 
The analyzation of the implementation of the STI showed that there are multiple ways to 
derive a STI value. It becomes clear that the IEC 60268-16 standard is used most often, which 
is logical since a standard is created to give guidelines on a specific value or test to derive 
correct values. Furthermore it becomes clear that the calculation of a STI in combination with 
dynamic background signals delivers difficulties which are momentarily handled with a wide 
range of approaches which sometimes conflict with a realistic situation.    
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7.6.5 Conclusion 
After analyzing ten papers which describe the use of the STI in relation with dynamic (babble) 
environments it can be said that there is no all-round accepted solution to use a STI in  
combination with dynamic sound environments. Although the use of a short-time STI seems 
to be a popular alternative for the calculation, it is also a possibility to get a sound signal 
through a simulation or recording, which are both acceptable as a base for the calculation of 
a (short time) STI. Since this research will need a variety of sound signals it is most logical to 
use Odeon in combination with a LAeq or La95 to calculate the STI values, because Odeon will 
be used to create the needed sound signals.  
 
7.7 Conclusion 
From this literature review it can be concluded that a wide range of factors has influence on 
speech intelligibility. Since there is a wide variety of factors involved, for instance: personal 
factors, task type and the type of sound sources. Due to the complexity of the situation this 
research will focus on an experiment in an controlled environment, which enables to control 
multiple factors, in contrast to a measurement in the field. Furthermore a STI and FDCC values 
will be calculated for every sound signal since these measures are the most used measures 
and specifically designed for dynamic sound environments. Because there is no all-round 
accepted measure yet to test the speech intelligibility in a dynamic sound environment both 
measures will be tested for their feasibility to predict the speech intelligibility for the objective 
as well as the subjective rating of test subjects. A modified version of the MRT will be 
conducted with sentences instead of words by the use of Dutch Hagerman sentences as 
described in section 7.5.5. Moreover multiple occupancy rates will be used for the sound 
samples of the Modified MRT. Based on literature a control scenario with only one target 
voice will be included. Furthermore a low ( one background talker), medium (four background 
talkers) and high occupancy rate (ten background talkers) will be taken into account. 
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8 Method 
Based on the conclusions drawn in the previous chapter the research method was developed. 
The outlines of the method are described in this chapter. Due to the complexity of the method 
a schematic overview of the method can be found in Appendix A Schematic overview method. 
To comply to the Dutch government guidelines the experiment was conducted online. 
Furthermore the researchers own voice was recorded for the target voice sentences and pre-
recorded sentences were used for the background talkers [9].The limitations of this method 
are included in the discussion in chapter 10. The online version of the experiment was built in 
Django, a high-level Python Web Framework [73], by J. Raemaekers.  
 
8.1 The MRT test 
As mentioned in the conclusion of the literature review a modified version or the MRT was 
used in this experiment. Instead of words sentences were used where the adjective, verb or 
object differed in the answering options. All sentences were constructed with following 
components: name, verb, number, adjective and object. 
 
8.2 Dutch matrix sentences 
As described in the previous section, Dutch matrix sentences based on the Hagerman 
sentences [74] were used in this experimental research. Since there are six answering options 
required for an MRT, sentence sets of six sentences from the matrix given in the paper of R. 
Houben et. al. [52] were created. To achieve these sets of six sentences, randomly one word 
in each sentence was changed, in this way sets of sentences were generated. To create a 
manageable amount of sentences, the name and number in the sentences were excluded 
from the changing options within a set. As a result per set of sentences the verb, adjective or 
object varied. For each of these three word types 30 sets were generated for use in the MRT. 
Which resulted in 6*30*3 = 540 sentences in total. After defining the sentences and sets for 
the test, recordings had to be made. To minimize the time needed for recording double 
sentences were filtered. After filtering only three identical sentences were found which were 
included in separate sentence sets, hence it was decided not to exclude the double sentences 
from recording since finding the right sets after recording would have taken more time than 
recording the two double sentences. 
 
8.3 Recording setup 
For the setup the semi-anechoic booth located in the Echo building on the campus of the 
Eindhoven University of Technology was used. To ensure comfort for the subject during the 
recording of the target voice sentences the subject was sitting on a padded office chair. Due 
to the sitting position a reflection was expected at 10 centimeters from the subject as can be 
seen in Equation 1 and Figure 5 when the subject was speaking on a 20 cm distance from the 
microphone. 
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Equation 1 Calculation of the reflection 
point on the floor 

With: 
h1 = height source 
h2 = height receiver 
l1 = distance between source and  

receiver on the floor surface 
l2 = distance from source to the  

reflection point on the floor 
surface 
h1 = 1300 mm 
h2 = 1300 mm 
l1 = 200 mm 
giving: 
 

 

 

𝑙2 = ℎ1 (
𝑙1

(ℎ1 + ℎ2)
) 

( 8-1) Figure 5 Visual representation of the absorbent 
foam placed in the listening booth while recording 
the target sentences. The absorption material was 
placed on spots where 1st order reflections were 

expected. 

𝑙2 = 1300 (
200

(1300 + 1300)
)

= 100 𝑚𝑚 

  

 
 
This reflection was limited by the carpet floor in the semi-anechoic room and not further 
addressed. To limit further reflections acoustic absorbing mats were placed against the walls 
and partly on the desk as can be seen in Figure 5 to counter first order reflections. Since the 
sentences were presented on a laptop in the room a part of the desk could not be covered 
with absorbing material. 
 
For the recording a TASCAM DR-40 linear Pulse-Code Modulation (PCM) recorder in 
combination with a NEUMANN microphone and NEUMANN N48R-2 power supply, set to a 
cardioid pattern, was used. A schematic overview of this setup  and  pictures of the used 
equipment can be seen in Figure 6 and Figure 7. The researcher made recordings of her own 
voice. During the recording session no calibration was performed. A later calibration of the 
sound signals with Odeon and DIRAC was performed (section 8.7). After the recordings the 
SD card from the TASCAM was inserted in a laptop and the sound files were cut into 90 sets 
of sentences and numbered and named according to their changing word type with the use 
of Audacity.  
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Figure 7  Recording equipment: Large diaphragm condenser microphone (Neumann TLM170 R [A]), Pattern 
selector / phantom power supply for (Neumann N48R-2) and Portable recorder (Tascam DR-40 [B]). 
[A]https://www.sweetwater.com/store/detail/TLM170RMT--neumann-tlm-170r-large-diaphragm-
condenser-microphone-matte-black [B] https://tascam.com/int/product/dr-40/top  

 
  

Figure 6 Schematic overview of the recording setup of the Dutch matrix sentences 

https://www.sweetwater.com/store/detail/TLM170RMT--neumann-tlm-170r-large-diaphragm-condenser-microphone-matte-black
https://www.sweetwater.com/store/detail/TLM170RMT--neumann-tlm-170r-large-diaphragm-condenser-microphone-matte-black
https://tascam.com/int/product/dr-40/top
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8.4 Background speakers 
The amount of background speakers and their placement within the room has a significant 
influence on  the sound experience (see section 7.6.1 ). For that reason, the next four 
background situations were included in this research:  

 A situation with one target voice  

 A situation with one target voice and one background talker 

 A situation with one target voice and four background talkers  

 A situation with one target voice and ten background talkers 
 
In addition to the talkers, pink background noise of 40 dB(A) was added. The amount of 
background talkers was limited at ten, this  was based on the research of T. Renz et al.[58] 
that shows that a total of 48 background talkers do not result in a significantly higher 
performance loss than 12 background talkers. Moreover, in most of the earlier conducted 
experiments a maximum of nine  background talkers were used [9],[54],[63],[60],[59]. For the 
placement of the background speakers Figure 8 was created. An indebt explanation on the 
placement will be given in section 8.5.3. 
 
8.5 Factors influencing speech intelligibility 
Because of the large amount of factors that have an influence on speech intelligibility which 
in turn influences task performance, the factors given in the conceptual model of J. Reinten 
et.al.[75] ,as displayed in Figure 3 in the literature review, were used as a guideline. 
Accordingly, all aspects mentioned to create the sound environment were included in this 
study. As a result, this method section will describe the modelling of the room type, material 
properties, sound sources, receivers and the sound signals. 
 
8.5.1 Room type 
One of the four main factors defining the sound environment and one of the most important 
aspects to determine the room acoustics is the type of room. The room type is determined 
by the volume and shape of the room. For this research a room with a relatively big floor area 
was used to ensure that at least twelve desks with people (one listener, one target voice and 
ten background talkers) could be positioned within the room. Furthermore a rectangular 
cuboid volume was modelled due to its simplicity for calculation and its frequent occurrence 
within the build environment, especially within non-residential construction. A validated 
Odeon model validated with measurements performed with a speech Source (B&K ECHO 
4720)  and head and torso simulator (B&K HATS 4128-c) in the sports hall of the Student 
Sports Centre in Eindhoven (SSCE) was used [10].  
 
8.5.2 Material properties 
Another factor that influences the room acoustics and sound environment are the material 
properties. The material properties determine how much of a sound signal gets absorbed and 
how much and how it will be reflected. As an example, a black-box cinema and a sports hall 
are cuboids with large volumes. Nevertheless, the reverberation time in a cinema is generally 
much shorter compared to a sports hall due to the use of mainly acoustically soft surfaces in 
the cinema vs the hard materials used in the sports hall. I.e., the material properties are 
chosen to achieve certain room acoustical characteristics that are desired for the function of 
a room. The materials in a sports hall require to be easily cleaned as well to be usable for 
sport activities while in case of a cinemathe emphasis lies on  transfering the sound of a movie 
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in the most engaging and understandable way. For this research the material properties are 
matched to  material properties most commonly encountered in open plan office and learning 
environments. Because the material properties have a big influence on the speech 
intelligibility and thus the STI and FDCCthree different material properties were implemented 
to see if the difference in reverberation time, a result of different materials,  influenced the 
usability of the STI and FDCC as a prediction of  the objective and subjective speech 
intelligibility and performance.  
The following three different material properties were used:  

 A room with acoustic reflecting materials, resulting in a high reverberation time (T30= 
3.5sec) 

 A room with acoustic absorbing materials, resulting in a low reverberation time(T30= 
0.4sec) 

 A room in-between the high and low reverberation time (T30= 1.3sec) 
 
To get a uniform sound environment in the whole room, all surfaces in the room were set to 
the same absorption coefficient. This has led to the following absorption percentages for the 
three options : 10% absorption(T30= 3.5sec), 90% absorption(T30= 0.4sec) and 40% 
absorption(T30= 1.3sec). The variation was limited to these tree options to limit the 
experiments time per participant. 
 
8.5.3 Source and receiver positions 
The position as well as the speech direction of the sound sources, talkers, are important to 
create a realistic sound environment. Since the goal of this study is to compare the STI and 
FDCC values with listening test results it was important to place the sources and receiver in a 
representative place for an open work environment with realistic directions. To achieve this 
desks were placed in the floorplan of the sports hall. To do this correctly the space for each 
workplace was made in accordance with NEN 1824 which results in 4m2 per workplace with 
an additional 1m2 for a flat screen monitor, 1m2 for reading and writing, and 1.5m2 for storage 
resulting in a total of 7.5m2 per workplace. To ensure this space, desk clusters of four desks 
with at least 2 meters between the desks edges were placed in the floorplan (Figure 8). In the 
floorplan of the sports hall 20 desks could be placed. The desk positions were used for the 
placement of the different sound sources and the receiver. As described in 8.4 one receiver, 
one target voice and ten different background speakers had to be placed within the floorplan. 
The receiver was placed in the lower left corner of the sports hall to make sure there was 
more variation possible for the distances to the listener. To create a scenario where the 
participant and thus listener is trying to have a conversation with a nearby colleague, the 
target voice was placed on the desk right of the listener and the target voice and listener were 
facing each other. The remaining ten sources were split into five pairs seated in a similar 
conversation pattern as the target voice and the receiver. Which meant that the ten sources 
were spread over five desk clusters surrounding the corner desk cluster where the listener 
and target voice were placed. This placement resulted in the floorplan and placement 
schedule with the source directions as given in Figure 8. Additionally the coordinates of the 
different sources and receiver within the room are given in Figure 8.  
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Listener (X=3;Y=3)

Target voice (X=5;Y=3)

1 (X=4;Y=10.3)

2 (X=6;Y=12.3)

3 (X=12;Y=13)

4 (X=12;Y=11)

5 (X=10.5;Y=5)

6 (X=12.5;Y=5)

7 (X=16.5;Y=8.3)

8 (X=18.5;Y=6.3)

9 (X=23.5;Y=3.2)

10 (X=23.5;Y=1.2)

 

 
8.5.4 Sound signals/ sources 
The sounds signals (talkers) have an influence on the sound environment but are not part of 
the room acoustics itself. However they will influence what you hear regarding intelligibility 
and language as well as the sound level in a room. 
 
For this research the sound signals can be divided in two categories: the target voice and the 
background talkers. 
 
For the target voice the 90 sets of six sentences as described in section 8.2 were used. These 
sentences were the sound samples needed to create a MRT. For the background talkers ten 
sound samples recorded in Dutch were used. All participants in this experiment were Dutch 
and were able to understand the background speakers. When other languages would have 
been used, the test environment would have been less controlled, since not every participant 
knows the same languages, leading to an environment where one participant hears 
unintelligible speech (due to a lack of knowledge of the language) while another participant 
could be hearing intelligible speech (due to knowledge of the language). The speech samples 
were not inversed or otherwise manipulated to make them unintelligible. As background 
voices recordings from the research of E. Braat-Eggen [9] were used. Since there were 
multiple background voices available each background source was coupled to a specific 
background talker voice. This led to the use of in total three different male voices and seven 
different female voices for the background talkers. To complete the different sound signals a 
combination between the background talkers and the material properties was needed. When 
combining those two factors with the actual sound samples the 12 sound environments given 
in Table 1 were created. To get a more visual overview of the factors influencing the sound 
environment in this research a visual summarization based on a part of the conceptual model 
of J. Reinten [75] as shown in Figure 9 was created. 
 

Figure 8 Floorplan of the sports hall including placement of the receiver, target voice and 10 background 
sources and their direction 
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Table 1 Overview of the 12 sound environments used in this study including the absorption and amount of 
background talkers 

 

Nr. of sound 
environment  

Room properties Target 
voice  

Amount or 
background talkers 
(target voice 
excluded) 

1 High reverberation (T30= 3.5 sec) 1 0 

2 High reverberation (T30= 3.5 sec) 1 1 

3 High reverberation (T30= 3.5 sec) 1 4 

4 High reverberation (T30= 3.5 sec) 1 10 

5 Medium reverberation (T30= 1.3 sec) 1 0 

6 Medium reverberation (T30= 1.3 sec) 1 1 

7 Medium reverberation (T30= 1.3 sec) 1 4 

8 Medium reverberation (T30= 1.3 sec) 1 10 

9 Low reverberation (T30= 0.4 sec) 1 0 

10 Low reverberation (T30= 0.4 sec) 1 1 

11 Low reverberation (T30= 0.4 sec) 1 4 

12 Low reverberation (T30= 0.4 sec) 1 10 

 
 
 
 

Source and receiver positions:

 1 receiver position

 Source positions:
1

o 1 target voice position

o 10 background voice positions
1

10

Room typology:

 Set to 1 room Sports hall SSCE

o Simple volume 

for simulation

o Existing 
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 Language
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Figure 9 Visualization based on the conceptual model of J. Reinten [75]  for this research to define the sound 
environments 
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8.6 Odeon model 
To create sound environments as described in the previous section of the Method, a Odeon 
combined version 12.12 digital model was used. The Odeon model created by R. van Loenen 
[10] and based on the paper of [11] was adjusted. The structure of the Odeon model remained 
unchanged. To incorporate the sound sources positions and directions multiple point sources 
were placed on the coordinates as shown in Figure 8. The sound sources were assigned as a 
talking person with a normal speech level. The Odeon model was copied two times and the 
material settings were changed to the T30= 3.5 sec, T30= 1.3 sec and T30= 0.4 sec absorption 
option for all surfaces. Creating an Odeon file for each of the three absorption options. 
Furthermore the background noise was set to 40 dB for the noise produced by installations in 
the room. The auralization was checked to create binaural impulse response files while the 
standard Head Transfer Function (HTRF) and standard headphones were chosen for the sound 
signals. After setting the auralization in each file a convolution mix for the four different 
amount of background talkers was created. Within those mixes all 90 sets were run and 
calculated to create in total 1,080 (90 sets * 12 sound environments) sound files. 
The created sound files were cut into separate sentences per set with Audacity to ensure that 
all sentences could be played separately, which created a total of 6480 (1080 * 6) sound 
samples.  
 
8.7 Calibration 
To equalize the sound levels of the recordings of the sentences and background voices for the 
MRT, a calibration was needed. Since the calibration is subject to multiple comparisons of 
similar values a schematically overview of the steps of the calibration is given in Figure 10. 
 

Recording
Audacity 

(ReplayGain)
Odeon

Auralization

SPL* 

DIRAC Rel. 

mag.* 

Difference 

Target- backgr

Difference 

Target-backgr Difference 

Odeon(SPL) 

-DIRAC

Expected 

difference

For each sound environment

* (63Hz -4000Hz)

 
Figure 10 Schematic overview of the calibration process performed schematic overview of the calibration 
process performed where the blue track shows the calculation with Odeon an the yellow track the 
measurement auralization 

 
As can be seen in Figure 10 first all recordings were corrected in Audacity with the use of the 
ReplayGain plugin, more in-depth information on the plugin and how the tool works can be 
found in the specification [76]. After this correction the recordings were put into the different 
Odeon environments (T30= 3.5 sec, T30= 1.3 sec and T30= 0.4 sec). At this point two different 
values were generated. With one of them being the Sound Pressure Level (SPL) values, as 
calculated by Odeon for the normal level talker sound sources, for each source separately 
(blue path in Figure 10). With the SPL values per source, the difference between the target 
voice with each individual background source was taken in dB(A). This difference was the 
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expected value in the final comparison with the auralization recording files. To compare these 
expected dB(A) values to the recordings, the recordings were auralized in Odeon and 
extracted separately. Since there was no calibration with the recordings the Relative 
Magnitude Tool within DIRAC was used to get the same mutual differences between Target 
and background signals. Both the expected difference(Odeon SPL) and the found difference 
(DIRAC) were then compared. With the differences found between the Odeon SPL and DIRAC 
as a correction in the convolution of the sound signals in the Odeon model by changing the 
recording level for each background voice. The calculated recoding level values can be seen 
in table form in Appendix B  calculation of the calibration correction in dB(A). 
 
8.8 MRT 
In this part of the method the different parts regarding the Modified Rhyme Test (MRT) and 
the test procedure will be explained. 
 
8.8.1 Parts in the experiment 
The experiment conducted by the participants can be divided in to the following three parts: 
Noise sensitivity test including general information, MRT and the workload test. The noise 
sensitivity and workload are subjective measures while the general information and MRT are 
objective measures.  
 
8.8.1.1 Noise sensitivity and general information 
For the noise sensitivity a small questionnaire with a four point scale ranging from fully 
disagree to fully agree was used. The full noise sensitivity questionnaire including some 
general information questions can be found in Appendix C the online experiment and the test 
windows on page 78. The questionnaire contained 12 theses regarding noise and sleep, work, 
learning and day to day life. The noise sensitive questionnaire (NoiSeQ) was based on the 
paper of B. Griefahn et. al. [77]. General information of the participants was collected about 
their study, worki or other status. Furthermore, it was asked if they have hearing damage, 
what their age is and how often they used to work in open work and/or learning environments 
before the global pandemic of COVID-19.   
 
8.8.1.2 MRT 
For the MRT the sound signals as described in section 8.5.4 were used. To create an MRT, 
MRT sentences were used instead of words for the test. The sentences as described in section 
8.2 were used. A sound sample was offered to a participant. Each sentence is part of a set of 
six sentences, where either the verb, adjective or object differed. After hearing the sound 
sample, participants got to choose the just heard sentence out of six sentences of the set. To 
get more reliable results the participants would be confronted with 15 sentences, and thus 
15 sets, for each sound environment. Those 15 sentences were divided into an equal amount 
of verb, adjective and object sets (each part of the sentence was asked five times per 
environment). For statistical analysis of the test the percentage of correct answers in a certain 
sound environment was used. Additionally the time needed to choose an answer during the 
MRT was registered.  
 
8.8.1.3 Task load 
Next to the objective measurement of the performance of participants the subjective task 
load was measured. The subjective task load was measured with the use of the NASA-TLX [68] 
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which consists of a short questionnaire of six factors which are of importance for the task load 
(mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, performance, effort and frustration). 
These six factors could be rated with a slider linked to a 20 point scale. Since the task load can 
differ between different sound environments the short questionnaire was filled in after each 
of the 12 sound environments. While the subjective task load can be measured by the six 
factors used by the NASA-TLX, subjective experiences of importance for the different factors 
can be found between subjects. As a result, subjects can differ in opinion which of the factors 
was most important for their experience of the task load. For one person the perceived 
frustration was the most important while someone else might experience that the 
performance had the biggest impact on their experienced task load. To account for this 
difference the NASA-TLX includes a weighting of the six factors. Participants were asked to 
choose between factors in sets of 2 (of the six factors) that they perceived the biggest 
influence on their task load from. This was repeated 15 times. Leading to a weighing factor 
for each factor per individual participant (a factor could reach a maximum score of 5).  
 
8.8.2 Procedure 
In this section the procedure of the experiment will be described including the recruitment of 
participants. 
 
8.8.2.1 Participants 
A sample size of at least 50 participants was needed for the MRT, to decrease the impact of 
the use of a variety of different equipment and test environments of participants at home. 
While 50 participants might seem like a small amount for an online research, participants are 
often asked to volunteer for research online due to the limitations caused by COVID-19. While 
for most people the required work or studying time is equal or even higher than before the 
pandemic, finding enough volunteers revealed to be a challenge. For an initial pilot ten 
participants were recruited. All participants were recruited through e-mail or WhatsApp. The 
recruited sample group for the experiment consisted of 53 participants, 22 Females (mean 
age 34) and 31 males (mean age 32), which was a mix of students (16), (office) workers (32) 
and other (5). The ‘other’ category was chosen by participants who for instance follow a dual 
student program or retired participants. While the experiment is based on speech, and thus 
language, all participants were native Dutch speakers. Furthermore, all participants used 
headphones or earbuds to participate in the online experiment. All participants participated 
on a voluntary basis. five participants stated that they had hearing loss, after analyzing the 
data no significant difference was found between the group with hearing loss and the group 
without hearing loss. Consequently, all participants were included in the data analysis. 
 
8.8.2.2 The online experiment 
For each participant a random id number and login code was generated and added to the 
online system to ensure participants data would be anonymously. These login credentials 
were send to the participant. Participants could decide themselves when to perform the 
experiment. The experiment had a duration of about one hour depending on the speed of 
participants choosing their answer and the amount of breaks a participant took.  
 
After a participant logged in on geluidtest.nl they were asked to agree with the document 
(consent form) regarding information about the experiment and participation in this scientific 
study. This document can be found in Appendix D. This document was approved by the ethical 
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committee and describes the subjects rights and data usage. As well as who is allowed to look 
into the data. After agreeing, participants were asked if their native language is Dutch. If 
answered no, the participant got a message that they are not within the scope of the research 
and should contact the researcher if they have any questions. Furthermore they were not 
allowed to continue with the research. A short description of the research and its goals were 
presented to the Dutch native speakers. Also the global flow of the experiment was described. 
After the introduction participants were asked what kind of listening device they were using: 
earbuds, in ears, open back headphones, closed back headphones, noise canceling 
headphones or the sound system of the computer/laptop. Similar to the native language 
question a participant was notified if they are not in the scope of the research when choosing 
the sound system of their computer or laptop and were not allowed to continue from this 
point on. With every other option, a participant was asked if they knew the brand and serial 
number of their listening equipment. If unknown, participants were asked to just click on the 
continue button and leave the question blank.  
 
Next, participants were instructed on which surroundings would be ideal (e.g. a quiet 
environment with the phone turned off/ without reach, closing all programs which could give 
a notification) and they were asked to adjust their volume to such a level that the example 
sentences sounded like a conversation with someone at a 2 meter distance. Participants were 
asked to not change their volume after setting it for the duration of the experiment. The next 
step in the experiment was a practice round to get the participant used to the test system 
and get them to understand what is expected from them. The practice round consisted of 15 
sentences in the T30= 1.3 sec environment with only the target voice. After completing the 
practice round, participates were asked to fill out the short questionnaire regarding noise 
sensitivity. After submitting the questionnaire the first opportunity to take a break was given. 
 
By clicking the ‘continue’ button participants started the experiment. A sentence was played 
through the headphone and after the participant had to choose on screen the sentence he 
just heard out of six sentences. This process was repeated for 14 more sentences. After the 
15th sentence, participants were asked to fill out the NASA-TLX questionnaire which was not 
translated in Dutch to not affect the test procedure by translation. To complete a sound 
environment, participants were asked to rate on a slider how much they were disturbed in 
their test locations environment (the space they were sitting when conducting the 
experiment). After this rating they could take a small break. This cycle from starting the test 
until a break was repeated eleven more times to complete all 12 sound environments. Finally, 
after completing all 12 tests participants were asked to complete the NASA-TLX (task load 
questionnaire). A visual overview of the website and the different parts in the experiment can 
be found in Appendix C the online experiment and the test windows. 
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8.9 STI calculation 
Next to the subjective and objective data collected with the MRT, short NoiSeQ and NASA-
TLX the STI for the 12 environments were calculated. As explained earlier in this thesis there 
is no all-round accepted method to calculate the STI in these dynamic sound environments. 
The literature review showed that the STI can be calculated by the use of programs or 
calculations. Since there was already an Odeon model to create the different sound 
environments for the MRT the functionality of Odeon to get an approximate value for the STI 
was used. While the STI is calculated by Odeon, it only takes into account one source in 
combination with the set background noise which was set on 40 dB for the installation noise. 
As a result the LAeq of the background babble was used to give an approximation of the STI for 
all 12 sound environments. Therefore, the SPL values, as given by Odeon, from each of the 
ten background sources were collected for each sound environment. After this collection the 
SPL values were logarithmic added for the one, four and ten background talker environments. 
As can be seen in Table 2. To get an approximation of the STI in the different sound 
environments the calculated LAeq total1, LAeq total4 and LAeq total10 were used as input for the 
background noise in the room settings tab of Odeon. For the sound scenario of only the target 
voice the STI calculation of the existing Odeon model per absorption type was used. Meaning 
that nine additional Odeon models were created (copies of the models used earlier for the 
creation of the sound samples with a changed background noise). Creating a STI 
approximation based on a steady background noise calculated with the LAeq. 
 
8.10 FDCC calculation 
The calculation of the FDCC was done using a MATLAB file provided by T.U. Senan [78]. The 
file was first tested with a delivered speech sample of which the FDCC value was known. After 
testing the file the FDCC could be calculated for the 12 different sound environments. 
 
8.11 Statistical method 
For the statistical analyses IBM SPSS Statistics 23 was used. First descriptive statistics were 
used to show the mean scores of the MRT for each sound environment. To find out if the 
differences between the means of the MRT scores for the sound environments were 
significant a Friedman test was performed, when statistical significance was found a post hoc 
pairwise comparison with Bonferroni correction was used to find which sound environments 
MRT scores were significant. Even though the test of normality for a repeated measures 
ANOVA was violated, the experiment was a repeated measurement setup and out of interest 
of the difference between the results of a ANOVA and Friedman test a single factor repeated 
measures ANOVA was performed to study the impact of the sound scenarios on the MRT 
scores. After comparison of the results the impact of the reverberation time and occupancy 
rate was studied by a two way repeated measures ANOVA. The analyses of the influence of 
the noise sensitivity of the subjects on the MRT scores was done by an Eta coefficient test 
that determines the strength of association between a categorical value and a scale or interval 
value. To achieve this, subjects were grouped in to three categories: subjects with the lowest 
noise sensitivity scores, the subjects with the highest noise sensitivity scores and the subjects 
with the median noise sensitivity scores (median noise sensitivity= 1.75). In the same way  the 
strength of association between the noise sensitivity of the subjects and the NASA-TLX scores 
was determined. The NASA-TLX components were compared to MRT results for each sound 
environment by a Friedman test, when statistical significance was found a post hoc pairwise 
comparison with Bonferroni correction was performed. 
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SPL values for LAeq calculation 

 T30 0.4 
sec 
(10% 
abs) 

T30 1.3 
sec 
(40% 
abs) 

T30 3.5 
sec 
(90% 
abs) 

   

Source SPL 
Odeon 
(dB) 

SPL 
Odeon 
(dB) 

SPL 
Odeon 
(dB) 

Used with 1 
background 
source 

Used with 4 
background 
sources 

Used with 10 
background 
sources 

1 48,7 43,3 39,4    

2 50,3 45,9 41,7    

3 49,4 44,1 39,3    

4 47,4 41 35,2    

5 48 42,6 37,7    

6 47,5 46,6 42,8    

7 48,2 41,9 36,2    

8 48,5 42,9 38,1    

9 47,8 41,4 35,5    

10 47,8 41,2 35,3    

Ventilation 40 40 40    

LAeq totaal1 48,8 44,1 41,5    

LAeq totaal4 54,4 48,8 44,6    

LAeq totaal10 58,5 53,7 49,4    

Table 2 Overview of the calculation of LAeq for the calculation of the STI in Odeon for all 12 sound environments. 
Including which background voices are used in which sound environment  
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9 Results 
 
9.1 Influence of the sound environment on MRT scores 
The average number of correctly heard sentences (out of 15) per sound environment is shown 
in Figure 11. Here it ca be seen that MRT results are close to the maximum score of 15 for all 
environments except environment 4_T3.5_Tar+10, 6_T1.3_Tar+10 and 12_T0.4_Tar+10 
which have 10 background talkers. Furthermore it can be seen that the longer the 
reverberation time the bigger the influence of the amount of background talkers is on the 
MRT results leading to a lower average. 

 

 
9.1.1 Absorption and occupancy rate  
The results of the MRT (amount of correctly heard sentences) in the 12 sound environments 
showed a negatively skewed distribution of the data. The skewed results were a result of 
using sound scenarios where speech was intelligible leading to participants regularly scoring 
the maximum possible score. A repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) as described 
in the method (section 8.11) can be discussed due to the violation of the assumption of 
normality.  
 
Consequently, a Friedman test, a non-parametric alternative for the one-way repeated 
measures ANOVA, was performed coupled to a Post Hoc pairwise comparison by the 
Wilcoxon signed rank test including Bonferroni correction. The Friedman test showed 
significant difference between the amount of correct heard sentences between the different 
sound environments (χ2(11)=283.899, p< .001). The p-values of the pairwise comparison are 
listed in Table 3.  
 
Since the repeated measures ANOVA initially was the most logical test due to its possibilities 
and to explore the difference to a Friedman test, a one-way repeated measures ANOVA was 
performed. The one-way repeated measures ANOVA indicated that the sound environment 
on the amount of correctly heard sentences was statistical significant including a Greenhouse-

Figure 11 The mean MRT scores (amount of correctly heard sentences) per sound environment with as 
name format: Environment nr._ rev. time_target voice + amount of background talkers 
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Geisser correction (F(4.335,226.469)= 56.480, p < .001).  The overview of the found p values 
can be seen in Table 4. To compare the differences between the results of the Friedman test 
and the one-way repeated measure ANOVA Table 5 was created. Table 5 shows the ANOVA 
results highlighting(orange) the difference of significant(Friedman)/non-significant(ANOVA) 
results. Changes from statistical significant with the ANOVA to statistical non-significant with 
the Friedman test were not found. Since in total only three differences were found with 
relatively small significance levels, a repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
including a comparison t-test was performed. Accepting the risk of 2nd level errors. 
 
The performed repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed a statistical 
relevance of the sound environment on the amount of correctly heard sentences. With 
significance levels of p < .001 for the material properties(F(2,104)= 24.283, p < .001), 
occupancy rate with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction (F(1.476,76.760)= 109.230, p= < .001) 
and a combination of the material properties and occupancy rate with a Greenhouse-Geisser 
correction (F(3.683,191.535)= 11.792, p < .001). Pairwise comparison indicated that there was 
no statistical significance between the T30= 3.5 sec and T30= 1.3 sec situation (p = 1.000) but a 
statistical significance between the T30= 3.5 sec and T30= 0.4 sec (p < .001) situation as well as 
the T30= 1.3 sec and T30= 0.4 sec situation (p < .001). Regarding the occupancy rate only the 
difference between the Tar+0 situation and the Tar+1 situation (p = .107) was statistical not 
significant. For all other pairwise comparisons a statistical difference was found. With all 
comparisons a significance level smaller than 0.001. except for the comparison between the 
Tar + 1 and the Tar + 4 where a statistical significance p = .007 was found. 
 
9.1.2 Influence of the noise sensitivity on the MRT scores and task load 
When comparing the noise sensitivity scores (divided into below median, above median and 
median with the median of 1.75) to the amount of correctly recognized sentences with Eta 
measure of association there is only a very low association between the noise sensitivity and 
the amount of correctly heard sentences (all Eta values were below 0.2). When comparing 
the noise sensitivity groups to the task load also no strong association was found with Eta < 
0.3. The same tests were run with the noise sensitivity scores divided into two groups (above 
average and below average) with an average of 1.74 which lead to the same range of Eta 
Values for the association between noise sensitivity and the amount of correctly heard 
sentences as well as the association between noise sensitivity and task load. 
 
9.1.3 Influence of the Task load on the MRT scores 
The different components of the NASA-TLX were compared to the correctly recognized 
sentences for each sound environment. A Friedman test was performed which indicated 
statistical significance (χ2(7)=69.258, p <.001). Thus a follow up Post Hoc pairwise comparison 
by the Wilcoxon signed rank test including Bonferroni correction (p < .006) was performed. 
This follow up Post Hoc pairwise comparison showed statistical significance between MRT 
results and disturbance ( Z= -3.062, p= .002), Physical demand (Z= -3.062, p= .002), Temporal 
demand (Z= -3.061,p= .002), Performance (Z= -2.824 ,p= .005)  and Frustration (Z= -2.826, p= 
.005) but not between MRT results and Mental demand (Z= -2.512, p= .012) ; MRT results and 
Effort (Z= -2.354,  p= .019) as can be seen in Table 6.  
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The subjective workload was compared between the 12 sound environments. The found p-
values can be seen in Table 7. It can be seen that there was a statistical significance found 
regarding the subjective workload between a lot of different environments. Also it can be 
seen that environment 2_T3.5_Tar+1, 6_T1.3_Tar+1, 10_T0.4_Tar+1 and 11_T0.4_Tar+4 have 
the least amount of statistical significance with other environments. Additionally it shows that 
environments 4_T3.5_Tar+10 and 8_T1.3_Tar+10 are statistical significant with all other 
sound environments.  
 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 
  

Table 4 Mutual p-values of the amount of correct answers within the 12 sound environments calculated with 
a ANOVA test with RED indicating a non-significant difference and with GREEN indicating a significant 
difference. The environments name format is shown in the following way: Environment nr._ rev. time_target 
voice + amount of background talkers 

Table 3 Mutual p-values of the amount of correct answers within the 12 sound environments calculated with 
a Friedman test including pairwise comparison by the Wilcoxon signed rank test with RED indicating a non-
significant difference and with GREEN indicating a significant difference. The environments name format is 
shown in the following way: Environment nr._ rev. time_target voice + amount of background talkers 
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Table 6 Results of the Wilcoxon signed ranks test between the results of the MRT (amount of correctly heard 
sentences per sound environment) and the different NASA-TLX categories  

 

 
   

 

 
  

Table 5 The p-values as given in Table 4 with the non-significant values found with the ANOVA test, but found 
significant with the Friedman test marked with ORANGE. The environment name is described as in the 
previous tables: Environment nr._ rev. time_target voice + amount of background talkers 

Table 7 The calculated p-values of the  subjective workload score per environment. With RED indicating a non-
significant difference and with GREEN indicating a significant difference. The environments name format is 
shown in the following way: Environment nr._ rev. time_target voice + amount of background talkers 
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9.2 Correlations between STI and MRT scores 
The approximate STI values calculated with the LAeq can be seen in Table 8. As the table shows, 
the estimated STI values are in a range between 0.07 and 0.49 so all environments are 
categorized as poor, bad and fair. Additionally it can be seen that the highest STI value is found 
in the T30= 1.3 sec  target+0 situation. While all other sound environments with T30= 0.4 sec 
have a higher STI than the corresponding T30= 1.3 environment. This difference for the T30= 
1.3 sec target+0 could be an effect of attenuation caused by the higher absorption rate of the 
sound environment. For the environments with background talkers, attenuation also 
influences the irrelevant background speech leading to a higher STI compared to the T30= 1.3 
environments. 
 
To compare the number of correct answers of the MRT test to the STI and FDCC of the 
different environments a Friedman test was performed due to the negative skewed data from 
the MRT results. The Friedman test showed that there were statistical significant differences 
between the MRT, STI and FDCC (χ2(2)=18.667, p < .001). As a result, a follow up Post Hoc 
pairwise comparison by the Wilcoxon signed rank test including Bonferroni correction was 
performed. Regarding the STI statistical significance was found between MRT scores and STI 
(Z= -3.059, p= .002), but not between the STI and FDCC (Z= -1.647, p= .099). When comparing 
the subjective task load with the FDCC and STI with a Friedman test including a follow up Post 
Hoc pairwise comparison by the Wilcoxon signed rank test including Bonferroni correction 
the same significance levels were found. For NASA-TLX, STI and FDCC (χ2(2)=18.667, p< .001) 
with NASA-TLX and STI (Z= -3.059, p= .002), but not between the STI and FDCC(Z= -1.647, p= 
.099). 
 
Table 8 Approximate STI values taking into account the LAeq  values of babble 

Environment  Reverberation 
time model 

Amount of 
background talkers 

LAeq total 
(dB) 

STI based on 
LAeq 

1_T3.5_Tar+0 T30= 3.5 sec 0 40 0.45 

2_T3.5_Tar+1 T30= 3.5 sec 1 48.8 0.26 

3_T3.5_Tar+4 T30= 3.5 sec 4 54.4 0.14 

4_T3.5_Tar+10 T30= 3.5 sec 10 58.5 0.07 

5_T1.3_Tar+0 T30= 1.3 sec 0 40 0.49 

6_T1.3_Tar+1 T30= 1.3 sec 1 44.1 0.37 

7_T1.3_Tar+4 T30= 1.3 sec 4 48.8 0.25 

8_T1.3_Tar+10 T30= 1.3 sec 10 53.7 0.14 

9_T0.4_Tar+0 T30= 0.4 sec 0 40 0.46 

10_T0.4_Tar+1 T30= 0.4 sec 1 41.5 0.41 

11_T0.4_Tar+4 T30= 0.4 sec 4 44.6 0.32 

12_T0.4_Tar+10 T30= 0.4 sec 10 49.4 0.20 
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9.3 Correlations between FDCC and MRT scores 
The results of the calculation of the FDCC can be seen in Table 9, it shows that the FDCC ranges 
from 0.29 to 0.60. Since a high FDCC value equals high spectral similarity it can be seen that 
the dynamic changes decrease with lower absorption and higher occupancy rates. Except for 
environment 6_T1.3_Tar+1 and 7_T1.3_Tar+4. Furthermore it can be seen that the 
environments with one background talker seem to have a lower FDCC (except for the T30= 1.3 
sec option) than the same sound environment with only the target voice. 
 
Similar to the STI the Performed Friedman test showed statistical significance between MRT 
results and FDCC (Z= -3.059, p= .002). Moreover the NASA-TLX and FDCC showed the same 
statistical significance as with the Friedman test of the MRT results. 
 
Table 9 FDCC values calculated of the different sound environments (including the target voice) with MATLAB  

 

Environment  Reverberation time 
model 

Amount of 
background talkers 

FDCC 

1_T3.5_Tar+0 T30= 3.5 sec 0 0.38 

2_T3.5_Tar+1 T30= 3.5 sec 1 0.37 

3_T3.5_Tar+4 T30= 3.5 sec 4 0.47 

4_T3.5_Tar+10 T30= 3.5 sec 10 0.60 

5_T1.3_Tar+0 T30= 1.3 sec 0 0.40 

6_T1.3_Tar+1 T30= 1.3 sec 1 0.46 

7_T1.3_Tar+4 T30= 1.3 sec 4 0.34 

8_T1.3_Tar+10 T30= 1.3 sec 10 0.49 

9_T0.4_Tar+0 T30= 0.4 sec 0 0.38 

10_T0.4_Tar+1 T30= 0.4 sec 1 0.29 

11_T0.4_Tar+4 T30= 0.4 sec 4 0.40 

12_T0.4_Tar+10 T30= 0.4 sec 10 0.41 
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9.4 Comparison MRT, STI and FDCC 
The MRT results were visually compared to the Qualification curve of the STI as given in T. 
Houtgast et al. [12].  As shown in Figure 12, where the amount of correctly heard sentences 
with the MRT (red dots) for the STI values of the 12 environments were compared to the 
intelligibility score of the different STI values.  

 

 
It can be seen that the MRT for the different STI values follow approximately the same curve 
as the sentences (non-optimized SRT) only shifted to the left of the graph. Resulting in higher 
intelligibility scores at lower STI values. To visually compare the FDCC to the MRT results and 
the STI Figure 13 and Figure 14 were created. These figures show that the FDCC is mirrored 
to the STI meaning that the higher the FDCC the lower the percentage correctly heard 
sentences. In contrast to the STI where a Higher STI correlates with a higher percentage of 
correctly heard sentences. This also can be seen in Figure 14 where the environment with the 
lowest STI has the highest FDCC. Furthermore it can be seen that the environments with low 
amounts of absorption and a high occupancy rate have a low STI and high FDCC while the rest 
of the environments seem to be more clustered.  

Figure 12 Visualization of the MRT results (RED dots) in the qualification curve of the STI as published in 
T. Houtgast et al. [25]. Which shows the intelligibility score in % for the different STI values 
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Figure 13 Visualization of the intelligibility score ( % of MRT correct heard sentences) for the different FDCC of 
the 12 sound environments 

Figure 14 FDCC and STI values of the 12 sound environments. The environments name format is shown 
in the following way: Environment nr._ rev. time_target voice + amount of background talkers 
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10 Discussion 
The goal of this thesis is to develop a method to determine if quantities such as the Speech 
Transmission Index(STI) and Frequency Domain Correlation Coefficient (FDCC) are reliable 
measures to predict the objective and subjective speech intelligibility in acoustic dynamic 
backgrounds. To achieve this goal a modified MRT including a NASA-TLX and a short NoiSeQ 
questionnaire were performed. The results as stated in the previous chapter will be discussed 
below. 
 
10.1 Influence of the sound environment on MRT scores 
The average of the MRT scores per sound environment (as given in Figure 11) shows a clear 
declining line between the scenarios from the 0 background talkers sound environment to 
the ten background talkers sound environment. It also shows that the decrease in 
performance is overall less steep for the T30=0.4 sec. sound environment compared to the 
T30=1.3 sec. and T30=3.5 sec. sound environments.  
For the amount of correctly heard sentences within the MRT statistical significance was found 
in both the ANOVA and Friedman test(see Table 3 and Table 4). Where the Friedman test even 
indicated statistical significance within three more pairwise comparisons than the ANOVA 
test(see Table 5). The results of the ANOVA analyses regarding the effect of room properties 
and occupancy rate on the amount of correctly heard sentences indicate that both variables 
are of importance. Especially the sound environment with a very low reverberation time 
(T30=0.4 sec.) showed a positive effect on the amount of correctly heard sentences. These 
results are in line with the research of J. Reinten [79] which states that sound sources and 
room properties have an important influence on task performance. Furthermore, the 
presence of one background talker did not seem distracting for participants, where this was 
expected due to the distraction by content (interference by process) that was expected to 
influence the performance in this scenario, since the background speech was well intelligible. 
The absence of content distraction may have been caused by people focusing on the target 
voice and trying to ignore the background voices, as they were aware that it was their task to 
hear the sentence from the target voice. Another option could be that the distance between 
the target voice and the background voice in the simulated room caused the background level 
to be low and les intelligible leading to less distraction by content. 
 
The Friedman test also showed statistical significance between the different sound 
environments. However, no clear pattern between the sound environments and performance 
based on occupancy rate and reverberation time could be defined by the results of the 
Friedman test. The occupancy rates show that the environments with ten background talkers 
show significant difference regarding correctly heard sentences from  the other sound 
environments. This indicates that high occupancy rates have a significant influence on speech 
intelligibility. 
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10.1.1 Influence of the noise sensitivity on the MRT scores and task load 
The noise sensitivity (measured with the NoiSeQ) showed no association with the amount of 
correctly heard sentences per environment or the subjective task load. This result could be 
influenced by the grouping into below and above the median of the noise sensitivity. An 
alternative would be to look at extremities instead of the above and below median grouping, 
even though all examined previous research used a above and below median strategy. 
Previous research also showed mixed results regarding the influence of the noise sensitivity 
for instance the research of E. Braat-Eggen et al. [9] showed no significant influence while the 
findings of M. Pierrette [80] show a significant influence of noise sensitivity. Where [9] used 
a collaboration task in a controlled environment, [80] used questionnaires in real 
environments including a case study, making them impossible to compare. To gain better 
insight in to the noise sensitivity and its influence on results and subjective workload a more 
in-depth research regarding multiple tasks, noise sensitivity and the use of grouping or 
extremities would be needed.  
 
10.1.2 Influence of the Task load on the MRT scores 
The found significance of the subjective task load and the different sound environments as 
well as the amount of made errors shows that the subjective task load is severely influenced 
by the sound environment and consequently, should be considered as one of the normative 
factors in determination of a work environment. Moreover it is surprising that the mental 
demand (Z= -2.512, p= .012) and effort (Z= -2.354,  p= .019) were found to be non-significant 
when using the Bonferroni correction, since they were expected to be the two factors with 
the biggest impact based on previous research of [63]  
 
Furthermore pairwise comparisons showed that a high reverberation time and high 
occupancy rates have the biggest impact on the subjective task load.  
 
10.2 Correlations between STI and MRT scores 
Even though the STI values for all sound environments do not exceed the fair rating(when 
looking at the STI quality rating scale), the speech intelligibility seems to be high looking at 
the mean MRT rating. This could imply that the approximation of the STI with the LAeq shows 
inaccuracy. Meaning that the STI values could be higher than the calculated values, as also 
can be seen in [9]. where the STI calculated with the L95 is higher than the STI calculated with 
the LAeq. A different conversion with for instance the L95 , as performed in the research of E. 
Braat-Eggen et al.[81], or a new measure could help with the comparison of dynamic sound 
environments and the STI value. Another explanation could be that the speech intelligibility 
tests difficulty was not high enough. This could be an result if the changed word is deductible, 
which should not be the case due to the use of Dutch matrix sentences as described in [52]. 
Or because the multiplechoice options were to simple. 
 
The higher STI value found for the T30 1.3 sec. sound environment with only the target voice 
could be explained by the attenuation of the T30 0.4 sec sound absorbing situation. The 
attenuation could lead to a lower sound pressure level when only the target voice is present, 
while the contrast of the  target voice and the background voice is bigger in the T30 0.4 
situation leading to higher STI values when background talkers are involved in the sound 
environments. 
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10.3 Correlations between FDCC and MRT scores 
The FDCC values are in line with the findings of the MRT results regarding occupancy rate and 
room properties. However, the lower FDCC for the Tar+1 environments in comparison with 
the Tar+0 environment was surprising since one would expect more changes in dynamic 
without anything on the background instead of when a person is talking in the background. 
Especially since the STI indicated a lower speech intelligibility for the one background talker 
environments when compared to the 0 background environments. No real explanation of this 
occurrence could be discovered. Although there is a chance of inaccuracy due to the manual 
removal of gaps between recorded sentences for the calculation of the FDCC. 
 
10.4 Comparison MRT,STI and FDCC 
Since there was statistical significance found between the MRT results and the STI and the 
MRT results and the FDCC, it was concluded that the STI and FDCC are able to distinguish 
differences in the amount of correctly heard sentences to predict the objective speech 
intelligibility in the tested sound environments. Moreover the statistical significance of the 
NASA-TLX with the STI and FDCC showed that the subjective workload can be indicated with 
the STI or FDCC.  
 
It was also concluded that the STI and FDCC are not statistical different in their prediction of 
objective speech intelligibility In the different sound environments, meaning that they are 
comparable in their ability to predict the speech intelligibility in dynamic sound environments.  
 
Regarding the visually comparison of the Qualification curve of the STI(Figure 12) the shift of 
the MRT curve to the left of the sentence (non-optimized SRT) curve could be an effect of the 
slightly lower approximated STI values with the LAeq. Furthermore this qualification curve 
shows that the STI is not linked to a linear difference of the speech intelligibility which 
indicates that the STI is only effective on a small part (with a width of 0.2 on the scale from 0 
to 1, on the lower half of the scale as can be seen in Figure 12) of its scale for the speech 
intelligibility itself. Although this could be an effect of the used test technique where the 
multiple choice could be too easy or that the changed word was deductible by the sentence, 
although this should not be an issue in this research as described in section 10.2. If the STI is 
only effective on a small part of its scale for the speech intelligibility, it means that the STI is 
not a suitable measure to predict dynamic sound environments. Since the FDCC shows a 
mirrored image of the intelligibility score, similar the FDCC is not a suitable measure to predict 
the speech intelligibility.  
 
Based on these outcomes we can conclude that the STI and FDCC are not suitable measures 
to predict the objective and subjective speech intelligibility in acoustic dynamic environments. 
Furthermore, this research method can be used to determine if quantities such as the Speech 
Transmission Index(STI) and Frequency Domain Correlation Coefficient (FDCC) are reliable 
measures to predict the objective and subjective speech intelligibility in acoustic dynamic 
backgrounds. Although research in a more controlled environment will be needed to tackle a 
few limitations of this research method. 
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10.5 Limitations of the research 
As described at the beginning of the Method chapter, the research was conducted online to 
comply to the safety rules regarding COVID-19. As a result, some limitations were introduced 
to the research. For instance, all sentences used in the method were read out load and 
recorded by the researcher Kristina Mues. an accent from the southern part of the 
Netherlands. The accent was mentioned by 5 participants as distracting . Another important 
change in the original method due to COVID-19 was the online test method instead of the 
laboratory test method. The effect of conducting the experiment online was that the absolute 
sound level could not be controlled. While people were asked to set volume to a level they 
would have a conversation with someone on a 2 meters distance the mutual sound levels will 
have been different. Moreover it could not be verified that participants did not change the 
volume during the whole experiment even thought they were asked to not change the volume 
settings during the whole experiment. Additionally the different types and quality of headsets 
used within the experiment could have an influence on the results, but could also give insight 
in to the difference between listening devices.  
 
Further it was unknown which headset was used by subjects, resulting in the use of a standard 
head transfer function from Odeon for the sound samples. Additionally the difference in the 
recording techniques of the background voices (headset(a small diaphragm condenser 
microphone)) and the target voice (NEUMANN microphone set to a cardioid pattern(large 
diaphragm microphone)) could have influence on the quality of the sound samples and slight 
differences in quality of the two components of the sound signals 
.   
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11 Conclusion 
This thesis describes a research method to determine if quantities like the STI and FDCC are 
reliable measures to predict the objective and subjective speech intelligibility in dynamic 
sound environments. To determine this, a speech intelligibility test (modified MRT) in 12 
different simulated sound environments, varying in room occupancy rate and room 
properties, was conducted and compared to calculated STI and FDCC values. Additionally the 
MRT was supplemented with a NASA-TLX and NoiSeQ to determine the subjective speech 
intelligibility.  
 
The research showed that the room properties and occupancy rate of a room have a statistical 
significant effect on the amount of correctly heard sentences of participants. Where 
especially a low reverberation showed a high amount of correctly heard sentences. 
Furthermore there was no significant difference between the occupancy rates of zero and 
one background talkers found. Regarding the subjective workload a significant influence of 
the sound environment was found. Leading to the conclusion that the subjective workload 
should be included in the assessment and design of open plan learning and work 
environments. Even though the mental demand and effort were found to be non-significant, 
with respect to the experienced task load, when using the Bonferroni correction. No 
significant difference was found between subjects with an above median noise sensitivity and 
a below median noise sensitivity for both the objective as subjective speech intelligibility rate. 
After further comparison of the MRT, STI and FDCC it was concluded that the STI and FDCC 
are not a suitable measure to predict the objective and subjective speech intelligibility in 
acoustic dynamic environments. Although the STI and FDCC were linked to the amount of 
correctly heard sentences between the different sound environments, they only seemed to 
be effective in a small part of their range (with a width of 0.2 on the scale from 0 to 1, on the 
lower half of the scale). 
 
The findings in this thesis prove that the research method of this thesis is suitable to 
determine if the STI and FDCC or other acoustical parameters are reliable measures to predict 
the objective and subjective speech intelligibility in acoustic dynamic backgrounds.  
 
The most important limitations of the adopted test method were the result of changes is the 
original method due to COVID-19 limitations. For instance the target voice dialect was 
mentioned to be distracting for participants with a more northern Dutch dialect, the absolute 
sound level could not be controlled(due to the online experiment environment), changes in 
subjects sound settings during the experiment and the subjects listening devices(caused by 
offering a remote experiment).  
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12 Future research 
 
Since the research was conducted online and could be performed from home. It would be 
useful to repeat the research in a more controlled environment. To see how the results are 
influenced when the sound level, used equipment and the same test environment can also 
be controlled. Due to the more controlled environment the comparison between the MRT, 
STI and FDCC could strengthen the results or give new insights.  
 
Additionally it could be helpful to explore different manners to make an approximation of the 
STI values of the 12 sound environments to compare them with the results of this research to 
see if there are manners of STI calculations which come closer to observed objective or 
subjective experiences. For instance a STI based on the L95 or Short-time STI could be used.  
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16 Appendix B  calculation of the calibration correction in dB(A) 
T30=0.4 sec  

 
  

Speaker

Frequency band 

(Hz) Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac

63 41 -82.45 33.2 -110.7 33.4 -96.89 31 -110.6 29.8 -113 33.3 -101.9 34.6 -107 29 -108.2 29.4 -95.12 26.6 -107.4 26.6 -104.9

125 41.1 -71.47 33.9 -93.63 34 -79.49 31.7 -81.99 30.5 -110.6 33.9 -90.28 35.1 -90.2 29.8 -103 30.2 -81.78 27.8 -96.88 27.8 -89.64

250 46.5 -55.75 37 -74.6 39.3 -71.02 36.8 -73.31 33.7 -75.05 36.6 -69.75 40.4 -67.01 33.7 -77.67 35.1 -71.42 32 -68.98 32 -66.64

500 49 -49.56 39.9 -72.16 42.5 -65.93 40.1 -67.45 36.2 -71.17 38.7 -59.69 43.6 -63.47 36.8 -69.34 39 -65.42 35.9 -60.48 35.7 -67.27

1000 42.8 -64.13 34.5 -73.03 34.8 -68.02 32.7 -70.17 29.2 -73.14 31.6 -62.53 36 -64.67 31.3 -68.45 32.1 -68.31 30.9 -63.35 30.7 -71.61

2000 37.9 -54.51 25.3 -70.96 30.7 -67.8 27.9 -67.77 20.9 -71.5 22.4 -62.58 31.7 -63.92 22 -64.5 25.2 -67.59 21.4 -67.94 21.4 -73.44

4000 32.7 -49.57 15.6 -75.39 24.7 -67.62 21.9 -69.56 11.8 -82.04 12.6 -68.93 26.1 -72.37 14.8 -69.67 19.6 -67.4 15.9 -77.31 15.6 -78.27

dB(A) 48.7 -46.1 39.4 -66.6 41.7 -61.4 39.3 -62.7 35.3 -67.3 37.7 -57.1 42.8 -59.3 36.3 -61.1 38.1 -61.3 35.5 -59.5 35.3 -65.8

differences

Target

Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac

63 7.8 28.265 7.6 14.44 10 28.175 11.2 30.5 7.7 19.405 6.4 24.54 12 25.765 11.6 12.665 14.4 24.925 14.4 22.47

125 7.2 22.16 7.1 8.015 9.4 10.515 10.6 39.17 7.2 18.81 6 18.73 11.3 31.55 10.9 10.31 13.3 25.405 13.3 18.17

250 9.5 18.85 7.2 15.275 9.7 17.56 12.8 19.305 9.9 14 6.1 11.26 12.8 21.925 11.4 15.67 14.5 13.23 14.5 10.895

500 9.1 22.605 6.5 16.375 8.9 17.89 12.8 21.61 10.3 10.135 5.4 13.915 12.2 19.78 10 15.865 13.1 10.925 13.3 17.71

1000 8.3 8.905 8 3.895 10.1 6.045 13.6 9.01 11.2 -1.6 6.8 0.54 11.5 4.325 10.7 4.185 11.9 -0.78 12.1 7.48

2000 12.6 16.445 7.2 13.285 10 13.26 17 16.985 15.5 8.07 6.2 9.405 15.9 9.985 12.7 13.075 16.5 13.43 16.5 18.925

4000 17.1 25.82 8 18.045 10.8 19.99 20.9 32.47 20.1 19.36 6.6 22.8 17.9 20.095 13.1 17.825 16.8 27.74 17.1 28.695

1 gem: 63-4000 Hz 10.2 20.4 7.4 12.8 9.8 16.2 14.1 24.2 11.7 12.6 6.2 14.5 13.4 19.1 11.5 12.8 14.4 16.4 14.5 17.8

2 gem: 125-2000 Hz 9.3 17.8 7.2 11.4 9.6 13.1 13.4 21.2 10.8 9.9 6.1 10.8 12.7 17.5 11.1 11.8 13.9 12.4 13.9 14.6

3 dB(A) 9.3 20.4 7.0 15.3 9.4 16.6 13.4 21.2 10.9 11.0 5.9 13.2 12.4 14.9 10.6 15.2 13.2 13.3 13.4 19.6

1 gem: 63-4000 Hz 10.2 5.4 6.4 10.0 0.9 8.2 5.7 1.3 2.1 3.3

2 gem: 125-2000 Hz 8.5 4.2 3.4 7.9 -0.9 4.7 4.8 0.7 -1.4 0.7

3 dB(A) 11.2 8.3 7.1 7.7 0.0 7.3 2.5 4.6 0.2 6.3 CORRECTIE dB(A)

background 3

SPL (dB)

background 4

SPL (dB)

background 5

SPL (dB)SPL (dB)

Target background 1

SPL (dB)

background 2

SPL (dB)

background 9

SPL (dB)

background 10

SPL (dB)

background 6

SPL (dB)

background 7

SPL (dB)

background 8

SPL (dB)

target - b6 target - b7 target - b8 target - b9 target - b10target - b1 target - b2 target - b3 target - b4 target - b5
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T30=1.3 sec  

 
  

Speaker

Frequency 

band (Hz) Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac

63 43.2 -65.83 37.3 -100.4 38.1 -81.95 36.6 -98.6 35.5 -103.8 37.6 -87.49 38.8 -91.67 35.3 -94.58 35.5 -83.78 34.1 -98.19 34.1 -97.75

125 43.4 -52.89 38 -80.54 38.7 -64.79 37.2 -68.32 36.3 -95.49 38.3 -75.19 39.2 -74.04 36.1 -86.23 36.2 -68.51 35.1 -82.71 35.1 -84.72

250 48.5 -38.72 41.1 -59.71 43.3 -55.2 41.6 -55.83 39.5 -57.89 41.3 -54.56 44 -54.36 39.7 -63.4 40.4 -58.17 38.8 -60.67 38.8 -57.75

500 51.4 -34.16 43.9 -60.57 46.7 -51.98 45 -51.44 41.9 -55.73 43.5 -48.61 47.5 -52.59 42.6 -56 43.8 -55.52 42 -53.05 41.8 -56.4

1000 45.4 -51.75 38.1 -63.29 39.5 -56.4 37.9 -55.29 35 -57.42 36.6 -52.98 40.2 -57.52 36.7 -56.51 37.2 -59.45 36.3 -56.46 36.1 -62.91

2000 39.8 -51.31 29.3 -65.38 34.3 -60.22 32 -59.09 26.9 -60.45 28.3 -56.31 34.9 -60 27.9 -57.15 29.6 -62.52 27.1 -61.4 27 -67.1

4000 34.1 -48.38 20.1 -71.09 28.1 -63.47 25.7 -65.13 18.3 -72.87 19.7 -63.81 29 -69.71 21 -65.09 23.5 -63.73 21 -71.23 20.5 -71.49

dB(A) 51.0 -36.3 43.3 -58.2 45.9 -51.2 44.1 -50.6 41.0 -53.5 42.6 -48.1 46.6 -52.0 42.0 -52.0 43.0 -54.1 41.4 -52.4 41.2 -56.6

differences

Target

Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac

63 5.9 34.535 5.1 16.12 6.6 32.775 7.7 37.975 5.6 21.665 4.4 25.845 7.9 28.75 7.7 17.955 9.1 32.365 9.1 31.925

125 5.4 27.655 4.7 11.905 6.2 15.43 7.1 42.605 5.1 22.3 4.2 21.155 7.3 33.34 7.2 15.625 8.3 29.82 8.3 31.83

250 7.4 20.995 5.2 16.485 6.9 17.115 9 19.175 7.2 15.84 4.5 15.64 8.8 24.685 8.1 19.455 9.7 21.95 9.7 19.035

500 7.5 26.415 4.7 17.825 6.4 17.28 9.5 21.57 7.9 14.45 3.9 18.43 8.8 21.845 7.6 21.36 9.4 18.89 9.6 22.245

1000 7.3 11.535 5.9 4.645 7.5 3.535 10.4 5.67 8.8 1.23 5.2 5.77 8.7 4.76 8.2 7.695 9.1 4.71 9.3 11.16

2000 10.5 14.065 5.5 8.905 7.8 7.78 12.9 9.135 11.5 5 4.9 8.69 11.9 5.835 10.2 11.205 12.7 10.085 12.8 15.79

4000 14 22.71 6 15.095 8.4 16.75 15.8 24.495 14.4 15.43 5.1 21.33 13.1 16.71 10.6 15.35 13.1 22.855 13.6 23.11

1 gem: 63-4000 Hz 8.3 22.6 5.3 13.0 7.1 15.8 10.3 22.9 8.6 13.7 4.6 16.7 9.5 19.4 8.5 15.5 10.2 20.1 10.3 22.2

2 gem: 125-2000 Hz 7.6 20.1 5.2 12.0 7.0 12.2 9.8 19.6 8.1 11.8 4.5 13.9 9.1 18.1 8.3 15.1 9.8 17.1 9.9 20.0

3 dB(A) 7.7 22.0 5.1 15.0 6.9 14.3 10.0 17.2 8.4 11.8 4.4 15.7 9.1 15.7 8.1 17.8 9.6 16.1 9.8 20.4

1 gem: 63-4000 Hz 14.3 7.7 8.7 12.6 5.1 12.1 9.9 7.0 9.9 11.8

2 gem: 125-2000 Hz 12.5 6.8 5.3 9.9 3.7 9.4 9.0 6.8 7.3 10.1

3 dB(A) 14.3 9.8 7.5 7.2 3.4 11.4 6.7 9.7 6.5 10.6 CORRECTIE dB(A)

SPL (dB) SPL (dB) SPL (dB) SPL (dB) SPL (dB)

background 5Target background 1 background 2 background 3 background 4

SPL (dB) SPL (dB) SPL (dB) SPL (dB) SPL (dB) SPL (dB)

background 6 background 7 background 8 background 9 background 10

target - b6 target - b7 target - b8 target - b9 target - b10target - b1 target - b2 target - b3 target - b4 target - b5
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T30=3.5 sec  

 

Speaker

Frequency band 

(Hz) Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac

63 45.4 36.2 41.9 12.9 42.5 28.3 41.7 17.0 41.2 5.7 42 19.1 42.8 24.3 41.1 15.5 41.1 29.9 40.5 13.6 40.6 15.4

125 45.5 48.7 42.1 39.6 42.5 50.1 41.8 45.0 41.3 18.2 42.2 35.9 42.8 44.0 41.2 29.0 41.2 44.8 40.7 30.3 40.7 35.5

250 50.6 58.9 46.1 55.1 47.3 58.3 46.4 55.3 45.5 53.4 46.2 53.7 47.6 60.7 45.5 51.0 45.7 55.8 45.1 54.2 45.2 58.0

500 53.9 59.0 49.4 56.7 51 60.6 50.2 61.3 48.6 57.6 49.2 59.6 51.4 60.8 48.9 56.5 49.3 58.1 48.5 60.4 48.5 59.3

1000 47.9 47.6 43.3 54.1 44.5 57.3 43.7 55.6 42.1 55.6 42.7 56.8 44.8 55.3 42.8 54.8 43 52.7 42.5 55.7 42.5 54.1

2000 41.7 43.8 34.9 50.1 37.9 53.9 36.5 53.0 34 54.6 34.6 53.0 38.2 52.0 34.4 55.9 35 50.7 33.8 53.2 33.9 48.9

4000 35.6 46.3 26.1 42.9 31.1 47.6 29.5 46.1 25.3 41.1 25.9 45.2 31.6 42.4 26.6 46.6 27.7 48.3 26.2 41.8 26.1 44.1

dB(A) 53.4 58.0 48.7 58.3 50.2 61.9 49.4 61.4 47.8 60.2 48.4 60.9 50.6 61.1 48.2 60.3 48.5 58.9 47.8 60.9 47.8 59.5

differences

Target

Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac Odeon Dirac

63 3.5 23.3 2.9 8.0 3.7 19.3 4.2 30.5 3.4 17.1 2.6 12.0 4.3 20.7 4.3 6.3 4.9 22.7 4.8 20.9

125 3.4 9.2 3.0 -1.3 3.7 3.7 4.2 30.5 3.3 12.9 2.7 4.8 4.3 19.7 4.3 3.9 4.8 18.5 4.8 13.2

250 4.5 3.8 3.3 0.6 4.2 3.6 5.1 5.5 4.4 5.2 3.0 -1.8 5.1 7.9 4.9 3.1 5.5 4.7 5.4 0.8

500 4.5 2.4 2.9 -1.6 3.7 -2.3 5.3 1.4 4.7 -0.6 2.5 -1.8 5.0 2.5 4.6 1.0 5.4 -1.4 5.4 -0.3

1000 4.6 -6.5 3.4 -9.8 4.2 -8.1 5.8 -8.1 5.2 -9.2 3.1 -7.8 5.1 -7.3 4.9 -5.1 5.4 -8.2 5.4 -6.5

2000 6.8 -6.3 3.8 -10.2 5.2 -9.2 7.7 -10.9 7.1 -9.3 3.5 -8.3 7.3 -12.1 6.7 -6.9 7.9 -9.4 7.8 -5.1

4000 9.5 3.3 4.5 -1.3 6.1 0.2 10.3 5.2 9.7 1.1 4.0 3.9 9.0 -0.3 7.9 -2.0 9.4 4.4 9.5 2.2

1 gem: 63-4000 Hz 5.3 4.2 3.4 -2.2 4.4 1.0 6.1 7.7 5.4 2.5 3.1 0.1 5.7 4.5 5.4 0.0 6.2 4.5 6.2 3.6

2 gem: 125-2000 Hz 4.8 0.5 3.3 -4.4 4.2 -2.5 5.6 3.7 4.9 -0.2 3.0 -3.0 5.4 2.1 5.1 -0.8 5.8 0.8 5.8 0.4

3 dB(A) 4.7 -0.3 3.2 -4.0 4.0 -3.4 5.6 -2.2 5.0 -3.0 2.8 -3.2 5.2 -2.3 4.9 -0.9 5.6 -2.9 5.6 -1.5

1 gem: 63-4000 Hz -1.1 -5.6 -3.4 1.7 -2.9 -2.9 -1.3 -5.3 -1.7 -2.6

2 gem: 125-2000 Hz -4.3 -7.7 -6.7 -1.9 -5.1 -5.9 -3.2 -5.9 -5.0 -5.3

3 dB(A) -5.1 -7.1 -7.4 -7.9 -8.0 -6.0 -7.6 -5.8 -8.5 -7.1 CORRECTIE dB(A)

SPL (dB) SPL (dB) SPL (dB) SPL (dB) SPL (dB)

background 5Target background 1 background 2 background 3 background 4

SPL (dB) SPL (dB) SPL (dB) SPL (dB) SPL (dB) SPL (dB)

background 6 background 7 background 8 background 9 background 10

target - b6 target - b7 target - b8 target - b9 target - b10target - b1 target - b2 target - b3 target - b4 target - b5
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17 Appendix C the online experiment and the test windows 
 

 
The login page where participants fill in their received login code and password.  
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The checkbox page where participants agree with the document about scientific research 
and the use of their data. 
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The page where participants are asked if their native language is Dutch. 
 
 
 
The page with a short introduction about the research and what is expected from the 

participants. 
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The page where participants were asked to choose the listening device they used for the 
experiment. 
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The field where the chosen listening device could be specified by participants. 
The page to adjust the sound for the experiment to the level one would have a conversation 

with someone at a distance of two meters. 
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The page which tells the participants that they will start with a test run to get used to the 
experiment. 

 
The page a participant sees while a sound sample is playing in the practice run. 
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The page a participant sees after hearing a sound sample and can choose the sample they 
just heard. 
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The NoiSeQ questionnaire participants are asked to fill in before the experiment starts. 
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The message that a sort break can be held at this point in the experiment. This message is 
shown before each of the 12 sound environments. 
Similar to the test run the page a participant sees when a sound sample is played. 
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Similar the page a participant sees after hearing a sound sample and can choose the sample 
they just heard. 
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The NASA-TLX  questionnaire participants were asked to fill after each sound environment. 
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The page for participants to point out how much they were disturbed by their test location 
after each sound environment. 
 
 

The part of the experiment where participants are weighing the factors of the NASA-TLX 
questionnaire. 
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The closing page at the end of the experiment were participants were thanked for their 
participation. 
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18 Appendix D informatie voor deelname aan wetenschappelijk onderzoek 
informatie voor deelname aan wetenschappelijk onderzoek 
Dit onderzoek word gehouden om te achterhalen hoe bruikbaar de Speech transmission 
index (STI) en frequency domain correlation coefficient (FDCC) zijn bij het voorspellen van 
de geluidservaring binnen een open werkruimte.  
Introductie 
Geachte meneer/mevrouw, 
U bent gevraagd om deel te nemen aan een wetenschappelijk onderzoek. Deelname is 
volledig vrijwillig. Voordat je besluit om deel te nemen in dit onderzoek zal er in dit 
document uit worden gelegd wat dit onderzoek inhoudt en wat er van u verwacht word. 
Lees deze informatie alstublieft goed door en vraag de onderzoeker voor uitleg in het geval 
dat u vragen heeft. Het is tevens ook toegestaan deze zaken met je partner, familie of 
vrienden te overleggen. 
 

1. Algemene informatie 
Open werk- en leerruimten zijn een veel voorkomend en steeds populairder wordend 
concept over de hele wereld. Hoewel dit concept veel voorkomt is er geen algemene 
eenheid om deze ruimten akoestisch te voorspellen indien er meerdere personen aanwezig 
zijn. Op dit moment worden ruimten vaak getoetst met behulp van de zogenaamde Speech 
Transmission Index(STI) die enkel naar het verschil kijkt van een spraak signaal dat 
uitgezonden wordt en hetzelfde spraak signaal dat ontvangen wordt. Dit betekent dat er 
enkel één stem met achtergrond ruis wordt bekeken. Een andere eenheid die mogelijk een 
inschatting zou kunnen geven is de Frequency Domain Correlation Coeffiecient(FDCC). Deze 
eenheid stamt uit de psychoakoestiek en kijkt voornamelijk naar de dynamiek binnen een 
geluidsignaal. Door de herkomst van de FDCC is deze eenheid zelden geïmplementeerd 
binnen de ruimteakoestiek, maar zou deze wel kunnen helpen in een voorspelling van de 
geluidservaring binnen een dergelijke ruimte. Echter om te toetsen of deze eenheden 
daadwerkelijk bruikbaar zijn om een dergelijk complexe geluidssituatie te voorspellen 
moeten deze vergeleken worden met de ervaring en resultaten van personen. 
 

2. Doel van het onderzoek 
Het doel van het onderzoek is om te achterhalen hoe bruikbaar de STI en FDCC zijn in het 
voorspellen van dynamisch akoestische ruimten met meerdere sprekers. Hiervoor is een 
vergelijking van de twee eenheden en een spraakverstaanbaarheid test benodigd. 
 

3. Wat deelname aan dit onderzoek inhoudt 
Het verloop van het onderzoek zal als volgt zijn: 

 U zult inlog gegevens ontvangen om toegang tot de online test te verkrijgen om deze 
thuis uit te voeren. 

 U wordt gevraagd om een korte digitale enquête in te vullen om uw 
geluidgevoeligheid vast te stellen. 

 Vervolgens zult u de luistertoets afleggen: 
o Via een koptelefoon of oordopjes zult u een zin proberen te verstaan in een 

akoestische scenario dat een open werkruimte nabootst. 
o Na het afspelen van het geluidsfragment zult u de keuze krijgen uit 6 zinnen 

waarvan u de zin moet selecteren die u zojuist heeft gehoord.  
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o Na een blok van 15 zinnen zult u gevraagd worden een korte (Engelstalige) 
enquête ten aanzien van de taakbelasting in te vullen. Tevens wordt u 
gevraagd naar stoorgeluiden in uw omgeving. 

o Deze stappen worden meerdere keren herhaald in verschillende geluid 
scenario’s.  

 Het totale proces zal ongeveer 1 uur duren. Voor en na elke enquête zal er de 
mogelijkheid zijn om een pauze te nemen evenals tussen elk blok van de luistertest 
die zal bestaan uit 12 blokken van maximaal 5 minuten. 

 Voor eventuele opmerkingen of vragen zal ik bereikbaar zijn via 0612598830. 
 

4. Wat wordt er van u verwacht 
Om het onderzoek goed uit te voeren is het van belang dat u de instructies van de 
onderzoeker aangegeven in de test opvolgt en dat u de enquêtes naar waarheid invult.  
Tevens is het van belang dat u het aangeeft bij de onderzoeker als u niet langer wilt 
deelnemen aan het onderzoek. 
 

5. Als u niet wilt deelnemen of uw deelname wilt stoppen tijdens dit onderzoek 
U heeft de volledige keuze of u wilt deelnemen aan dit onderzoek of niet. Deelname is op 
vrijwillige basis. Indien u besluit deel te nemen aan het onderzoek kunt u ten alle tijden 
besluiten uw deelname te stoppen. U hoeft in dit geval ook niet aan te geven waarom u uw 
deelname wilt stoppen, u hoeft enkel meteen kenbaar te maken aan de onderzoeker dat u 
de deelname wilt stoppen. Alle gegevens die verzamelt zijn tot het punt van stoppen zullen 
nog steeds gebruikt worden voor het onderzoek. 

6. Einde van het onderzoek 
Uw deelname aan het onderzoek stopt op de volgende momenten: 

 Wanneer u aangeeft te willen stoppen met de deelname 

 Wanneer u het gehele onderzoek heeft voltooid 

 Als de onderzoeker van menig is dat u het beste kunt stoppen 

 Als de overheid of de Ethical review board van de instelling besluit het onderzoek te 
stoppen 

Het onderzoek is afgerond op het moment dat alle deelnemers het onderzoek hebben 
voltooid. 

 
7. Gebruik en opslag van uw gegevens 

De volgende gegevens worden verzamelt voor statistische doeleinden: 

 Uw leeftijd 

 Uw geslacht 

 Of u student of werkend bent 

 Of u regelmatig in open werk  en/of leer omgevingen werkt 

 Uw ervaring met vergelijkbare luistertesten 
Het verzamelen, gebruik en opslag van uw gegevens is noodzakelijk om de 
onderzoeksvragen te beantwoorden en om de resultaten te rapporteren in mijn afstudeer 
thesis. We vragen uw toestemming voor het gebruik van uw gegevens. 

 
a. Vertrouwelijkheid van uw gegevens 

De verzamelde gegevens zijn compleet anoniem en zijn daarom niet terug te 
traceren naar u binnen de afstudeer thesis van dit onderzoek. 
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b. Toegang tot uw gegevens voor verificatie 

Een aantal mensen kunnen uw data inzien bij de onderzoek locatie. Dit is 
noodzakelijk om te controleren of het onderzoek is afgelegd op een goede en 
betrouwbare manier. De personen die toegang hebben tot uw data voor review zijn: 
De commissie die het onderzoek monitoren op veiligheid, de directe begeleiders van 
de onderzoeker. Deze zullen vertrouwelijk omgaan met uw gegevens. We vragen u 
om toestemming te geven voor deze toegang door akkoord te gaan met dit bestand. 
 
 

c. Bewaartermijn van uw gegevens 
Uw gegevens dienen te worden bewaart voor 10 jaar bij de onderzoek instelling 
  

d. Opslag en gebruik van uw gegevens voor ander onderzoek 
Uw gegevens kunnen mogelijkerwijs ook van belang zijn bij ander wetenschappelijk 
onderzoek binnen de akoestiek. Hiervoor zullen uw gegevens bewaard worden voor 
de periode beschreven in “Bewaartermijn van uw gegevens”. 
 

e. Toestemming intrekken 
U kunt uw toestemming voor gebruik van uw gegevens op elk moment intrekken. Dit 
heeft betrekking tot het gebruik van uw gegevens in dit onderzoek, opslag  van uw 
gegevens en het gebruik in toekomstig onderzoek. De onderzoekgegevens tot het 
punt van uw intrekking zullen verwerkt worden in dit onderzoek. 
 

f. Meer informatie over uw rechten met betrekking tot uw gegevens 
Voor algemene informatie over uw rechten met betrekking tot gebruik van uw 
persoonlijke gegevens kunt u terecht op de website van de Autoriteit 
Persoonsgegevens. 
 
Als u vragen heeft over uw rechten neem contact op met de onderzoeker die 
verantwoordelijk is voor de verwerking van uw persoonlijke gegevens. Voor dit 
onderzoek betreft dit: 
 
Kristina Mues (Eindhoven University of Technology. Voor de contact gegevens zie 
Bijlage A.) 
 
Als u vragen of klachten heeft over de verwerking van uw persoonlijke gegevens 
adviseren we u om contact op te nemen met de onderzoeklocatie. Verder is het 
mogelijk contact op te nemen met de Data Protection Officer van de Technische 
Universiteit van Eindhoven of de Autoriteit Persoonsgegevens. 
 

8. Toepassing van coronamaatregelen  
Door de huidige situatie en het beleid van de TUe met betrekking tot Covid-19 zal dit 
onderzoek digitaal plaatsvinden via een webapplicatie (dit word dus vanuit thuis 
uitgevoerd). Dit voorkomt fysiek contact en beperkt de hoeveelheid personen op de 
campus. 

9. Heeft u vragen? 
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Bij vragen neem contact op met de onderzoeker: Kristina Mues. 
Indien u klachten heeft over het onderzoek kunt u deze met de onderzoeker 
bespreken. Indien u dit niet wilt kunt u de afstudeer begeleider contacteren. Alle 
benodigde informatie is gegeven in bijlage A: Contact details. 
 

10. Toestemming geven voor gebruik van gegevens 
Door de check box aan te vinken geeft u aan dit document gelezen te hebben en 
toestemming te geven voor het gebruik van de gegevens die u invult tijdens uw 
deelname aan dit onderzoek. 
 
Bedankt voor uw aandacht. 
 

11. Bijlagen bij deze informatie 
a. Contact details 
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Bijlage A: contact details 
Gegevens van de onderzoeker: 
Naam  : Kristina Mues 
Instelling : Technische Universiteit Eindhoven 
E-mail  : k.m.mues@student.tue.nl 
Telefoon : 0612598830 
 
Gegevens begeleider(s): 
Eerste begeleider: 
Naam  :  dr. ir. Ella Braat - Eggen 
Instelling : Technische Universiteit Eindhoven 
E-mail  : e.braat@tue.nl 
 
Tweede begeleider: 
Naam  : Prof. dr. ir. Maarten Hornikx 
Instelling : Technische Universiteit Eindhoven 
E-mail  : m.c.j.hornikx@tue.nl 
 
Derde begeleider: 
Naam  : ir. Wouter Wittebol 
Instelling : Technische Universiteit Eindhoven 
E-mail  : w.wittebol@tue.nl 
 
 
 
 
 
 


